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Corona virus transmission through
paper and cardboard surfaces
The spread of the novel corona virus – and how it can be
contained – is a major issue at present. Not least due to
the increased volume of parcels, paper and cardboard
have come into the limelight as surfaces that could potentially spread the virus. Concerns have often been heard
about whether people could catch the novel corona virus
simply through touch. The TwoSides initiative has therefore investigated the facts regarding the transmission of
the novel corona virus through paper and cardboard surfaces.
Research and guidance from the world's leading health
organizations, including the World Health Organization
(WHO), The Journal of Hospital Infection and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, indicates
that the risk of transmission of the novel coronavirus from
surfaces is relatively low. According to the WHO, “the
likelihood of an infected person contaminating commercial goods is low, and the risk of contracting the virus
causing COVID-19 from packaging that has been moved,
transported and exposed to other conditions and that in
moderate temperatures is also low”[1].
The most cited scientific study on surface infection rates
comes from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), UCLA and Princeton
University, which examined how long the corona virus
was present on various surfaces. They found that the virus can survive longest on plastic and stainless steel at up
to 72 hours, and shortest on cardboard and paper at up
to 24 hours[2]. This time is shortened when the surface is
exposed to air, with the virus becoming less and less potent the more it is exposed. The printing process, for example on newspapers and magazines, also reduces the
potency of a virus.
“Newspapers are quite sterile because of the way they
are printed and the process they have undergone,” says
George Lomonossoff, a virologist at the John Innes Centre in the UK. “Ink and printing actually make them quite
sterile. The probability of [infection] is negligible"[3].

Apart from the fact that the conditions under which paper is manufactured significantly reduce the amount of
viable particles needed to infect a person, the material
itself is not a good place for the virus to exist. The researchers found that the corona virus survives longest on
smooth, non-porous surfaces such as plastic. As paper
and cardboard are porous, they carry the lowest potency
for the shortest time[2].
German experts also assume a low risk of infection
through surface contamination in everyday life – also with
reference to the above-mentioned laboratory study. For
example, sneezing or coughing can enable large amounts
of virus to reach surfaces. However, if these surfaces are
touched afterwards, the secretion dilutes further and
comes into contact with the acidic environment of the
skin. This means that the risk of infection in everyday life
is lower than in laboratory tests.
The main transmission route is the so-called droplet infection, when tiny droplets from one person reach the mucous membranes of another person while breathing and
speaking. The most important measure to prevent an
infection is therefore to keep ones distance from other
people.
There will no doubt be more studies on the novel corona
virus and surfaces in the coming months and years.
Understanding this pandemic is crucial if we are to avoid
a repeat of its devastating consequences. For that to
happen, it is also crucial that we address concerns about
how it is spread. The TwoSides initiative is therefore working to keep its members and all those who use paper and
board in their working and everyday lives informed of the
latest research.

[1] International News Media Association (inma), 2020
[2] Aerosol and Surface Stability of HCoV-19 (SARS-CoV-2) compared to
SARS-CoV-1, 2020
[3] Interview with BBC Radio Scotland, March 2020 Source: International Paper
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ANDRITZ has designed a broad range of high-consistency (HC) refiners to meet the
demands of pulp, paper, panelboard, and recycle producers. At the top of the line
in terms of throughput and motor power is the TX68 twin refiner.
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Secure energy supply

Pictures: Vega

Radar level measurement in wood chip silo

Author: Christian Langensiepen, Sector management paper industry, VEGA Grieshaber KG,
Schiltach
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As an energy-intensive company, Koehler Paper
Group operates its own power plants at all paper
production sites. The goal is to generate energy
from renewable, environmentally friendly resources,
ultimately to be independent of fossil fuels and at
the same time protect the environment. Koehler
Paper Group has taken on this great challenge for
the future and is actively involved in the energy
transition in Germany through Bioenergie Baden
(BEB).

AUTOMATISATION

Figure 1: The huge bunker for wood chips

For a modern biomass electrical plant
with the availability requirement
“around the clock”, a high degree of
automation is essential.
Bioenergie Baden owns and operates two biomass electrical plants
fired with waste wood in Kehl. These generate electricity and process
steam simultaneously using combined heat and power technology.
They feed electricity into the grid in accordance with the G
 erman
Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) and supply the German paper
production of the Koehler Paper Group with process steam at the
Kehl site.

Combined heat and power generation for high
efficiency
Combined heat and power (CHP) are ideal for the paper industry,
which requires large volumes of process steam all year round for the
dryer section of paper machines.
The key figures of biomass electrical plants are impressive: Block 1
has a thermal output of 47.3 megawatts and an electrical output of
8.7 megawatts. The smaller unit, Block 2, has a thermal output of
21 megawatts and an electrical output of 2.9 megawatts. The total
electricity production amounts to almost 80,000 megawatt hours
per year – enough to supply 20,000 households with electrical energy. An efficiency of over 80 % can be achieved with highly effective cogeneration systems.

CO2-neutral power generation

This output must be “fed”: so, it is not surprising that the biomass
input amounts to almost 150,000 tons per year – large storage
capacities are thus in demand here.
The fuel logistics are correspondingly complex and expensive, and
the fuel price is respectively high. Therefore, preferably landscape
conservation material (green and wood cuttings) or waste wood of
categories A I to An IV are used for energy production. The process
is thus CO2 neutral: it releases only as much CO2 as was previously
absorbed in the growth of the plants. A comprehensive quality assurance system ensures that the fuel meets the high requirements
placed on it.
A biomass electrical plant basically consists of biomass storage, foreign matter separation, a dosing system, a boiler with ash
separation, steam generation, a flue gas filter and a chimney. In
Block 2, the fuel is dried on a mechanically driven grate over various
zones, then ignited and burned. In Block 1, the fuel is fed
directly into the combustion chamber and burns according to the
fluidized bed process. The resulting hot flue gas is used to generate
steam.
The superheated steam first drives a turbine to generate electricity
and then serves – at lower pressure and temperature – as process
steam for paper production.

Combined heat and power (CHP) are
ideal for the paper industry …
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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Figure 2: Control room for
the two power plant units

Figure 3:
The wood chip silos

About Koehler Group
Koehler Paper Group has made
it to the top of the world market with thermal paper and
beer glass coasters, and is the
leader in non-carbon paper in
Europe. Décor paper for the
furniture industry as well as
high-quality fine and special
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papers round out its product
range. At its headquarters in
Oberkirch and other plants,
around 1,800 employees produce over 500,000 tons of specialty papers per year on 9 paper machines with state-of theart technology.
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Control and sensor technology for maximum plant
availability
For a modern biomass electrical plant with the availability requirement “around the clock”, a high degree of automation is essential.
This is ensured by a modern control system and appropriate sensors,
especially for the supply and disposal subsystems.
VEGA sensors thus make a decisive contribution to security of supply.
The wood chips are stored in two large, 24 m high concrete silos and
in a large bunker.

AUTOMATISATION

Figure 4: Radar level measurement in the wood chip silo

For the maintenance personnel at
Bioenergie Baden, it is extremely
important that measurement takes
place even during the filling process.
Non-stop operation of the power plant requires a reliable supply of
wood chips. They are stored in large quantities in concrete silos and
in a bunker. The level in these 24-metre-high silos is measured with
80-GHz bulk solids radar sensors of type VEGAPULS 69.
For the maintenance personnel at Bioenergie Baden, it is extremely
important that measurement takes place even during the filling process. This is made possible by the special focusing of the radar signal
and the high dynamics of the sensor, factors that ensure a high
degree of measurement certainty. The sensor can thus compensate
for strong dust generation, any possible buildup and varying reflectivity of the wood chips. Technicians were amazed at how easy it
was to mount the instrument and align it via the adjustable inter
mediate flange with the help of a smartphone and the VEGA
Tools-App. 

www.vega.com

About Bioenergy Baden
Bioenergie Baden (BEB) belongs
to Koehler Renewable Energy
GmbH. This was founded in
2012 as a subsidiary of Koehler
Holding GmbH & Co. The aim is
to invest in project companies,
especially in combined heat and

power plants, in order to make
use of Koehler’s decades of
know-how. It is also investing in
onshore wind energy and
hydropower and focusing on
completely new energy technologies.

About VEGA
VEGA is a world leader in the
area of level, switching and
pressure measurement. The
product portfolio includes sensors for level and pressure measurement as well as instruments
and software for integration

into process control systems.
VEGA has set itself the goal of
developing innovative measurement technology that is easy to
handle in terms of adjustment
and offers maximum safety and
reliability.
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REFINER

TX68 refiner – constant feed of incoming chips, which are split exactly on each side of the refiner

High capacity, high performance
TX68 refiner features new feed system
ANDRITZ has designed a broad range of high-consis
tency (HC) refiners to meet the demands of pulp,
paper, panelboard, and recycle producers. At the top
of the line in terms of throughput and motor power
is the TX68 twin refiner.

With unmatched design capacity, the TX68 refiner is both a workhorse
and a racehorse. One look at its design and build shows why it can
achieve continuous high throughput, high speed, and long life. In developing the TX68, ANDRITZ re-examined the refiner design from endto-end with an eye toward simplification, symmetry, and strength.

Precise, constant refining gap
The TX68 is a twin refiner, combining two refining zones in one machine. It maintains a constant refining gap to ensure the best application of specific energy to the fiber while keeping pulp quality constant
over time. This is due to a design that balances the forces on the disc
and robust construction of both the rotating disc and the stators. The
TX68 incorporates Zero Spin Deflection – centrifugal forces are 90° to
refiner axis – a feature that eliminates the influence of negative rotor
dynamics (such as an imbalance of deflection of the shaft) on plate
parallelism and the refining gap. In addition, two-axes tramming allows
adjustment to keep the rotating and stationary plates perfectly parallel.
The refining gap in the TX68 is amazingly precise for such a
high-throughput machine. The gap is automatically adjusted with a
fast and accurate plate adjustment system. A small and constant gap
across the entire diameter of the disc produces less shives and better
fiber quality. The position of the rotating disc is fixed and the stator
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harder, rougher,
more efficient.

Feeding system lifted for twin refiner opening

position precisely defines the refining gap on each side of the TX68.
Hydraulic cylinders on each end are servo-controlled to automatically
adjust the gaps to allow fast loading and unloading in response to
process fluctuations or operator entries.

Advanced feeding takes TX68 to higher capacities
The TX68 has separate chip feeding for each refiner side, separate back
steam outlets on each refiner side, and a common blow line for fiber and
steam. When developing the TX68 to handle higher and higher capacities, ANDRITZ designers recognized that its traditional feed system had
reached practical limitations and had become the bottleneck. Rethinking
the design of the feed system became a priority. The result is a new
advanced feed system that is a main advantage of the TX68 today.
Although “new” in its current form, the advanced feeding system
combines welltested and proven concepts of ANDRITZ’s Side Entry
Plug Feeder (SEPF) with a Constant Feeder (C-Feeder). The “new”
development is that each side of the twin refiner has its own SEPF and
C-Feeder.
The DoubleSEPF feed system improves the feeding of the TX68 refiner and provides better steam control. It ensures a constant feed, an
exact and adjustable split of incoming chips on each side of the refiner, a constant feed consistency, and an effective way to overcome the
disturbances that can be created by back-flowing steam. The limitations of previous-generation feed systems – such as motor load variations, difficulty in maintaining a symmetrical split of feed materials,
and stability swings due to steam backflow – have been eliminated.
All this in a very compact layout.
The DoubleSEPF system is typically fed directly via a transport conveyor from a pre-steaming bin or from the reaction bin in P-RC APMP

REFINER

U.size
The new benchmark for sizing applications.
Until now, rubber covers have been the standard choice for applicator
rolls in high-speed coating machines and film presses. A new PU
cover developed by SchäferRolls now combines the typical advantages
of rubber and PU: U.size boasts high wear and impact resistance,
consistent roughness throughout its service life, and excellent dynamic properties while also guaranteeing much better surface wettability,
sizing solution transfer rate and release properties than comparable
PU covers.
This is due to a new PU matrix design that makes it possible to adjust
the rolls’ polarity and surface quality according to requirements. This
makes U.size the ideal cover in the hardness range of 15 - 30 P&J for
size applications involving packaging paper. U.size improves product
quality and ensures quiet running while extending the rolls’ service life
and making the overall production process more economical.
If you want to learn more about U.size and our entire roll portfolio for
coating machines and film presses, please contact us.

SchäferRolls GmbH & Co. KG
Benzstrasse 40
71272 Renningen
Germany
Tel. +49 / 7159-806-0
Fax +49 / 7159-806-300
info@schaeferrolls.com
www.schaeferrolls.com

Precision all round.
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REFINER

ANDRITZ TX68 refiner with DoubleSEPF (Side Entry Plug Feeder) and C-Feeder (Constant Feeder)

systems. The inlet chute serves as a buffer to eliminate the effect on
motor load variations and to allow for minor disturbances in upstream
process. The chips are metered: levels are measured and controlled to
ensure 100% filling of the feed screws.
The symmetrical split of feed material to each side of the TX68 is
achieved by 100% filling of the feed screws. Throughput is
d etermined by the speed of each screw and is controlled independently. The compression zone of the feed screw forms a dewatering area to eliminate free water and maintain a constant feed
consistency.
When processing chips that have been treated and impregnated in an
MSD Impressafiner, the DoubleSEPF forms a pressure-dense plug. Because of this, no large plug screw feeder is required. This allows for a

Tx68 twin refiner – main data
Design principle:
– Twin-disc refiner with two
flat refining zones
– Simple supported shaft with
bearing units on each side of
the rotating disc
– Two floating stators; fixed
rotor
Plate diameter: 68” (173 cm)
Installed motor power: Up to

40,000 kW at 2,300 rpm
Rotational speed:
1,500 – 2,300 rpm
Capacity: Up to 1,500 admt/d
Feed material: Wood chips,
impregnated wood chips
Weight TX68 refiner: 51.6 tons
(w/o feeding and motor)
Weight feeding system:
19.4 tons (w/o gearbox, belts
and motor)

much more compact layout than with the TX68’s predecessor. The
plug produced is positioned directly in front of the refiner. This prohibits backflow steam from entering the feed system – avoiding disturbances and improving motor load stability.
The screw in the C-Feeder continuously scrapes the homogeneous
plug from the DoubleSEPF and moves it in a constant and continuous
flow of feedstock into the TX68. A floating seal between C-Feeder
and refiner allows compensation for any thermal expansion.

Ease of plate changes
Two hydraulic systems are built into the TX68 to make plate changes
easier and faster. One system lifts the feed system out of the way and
the second opens the refiner casing. This provides direct, main
tenance-friendly access to the refiner. A sliding flange at the inlet
makes it simpler and faster to lift the unit.

Proven performer
The highest capacity TX68 operating today has a design throughput
of 900 admt/d of eucalyptus pulp for the production of both board
and printing and writing grades. There are other units, with capacities
around 500 admt/d on newsprint and improved newsprint applications, with pine and spruce as the raw material, which require higher
specific refining energies and therefore have lower capacities. The
future trend is for even higher capacities up to 1,500 admt/d, which
is well within the design capability of the TX68.
Applications: ATMP: ANDRITZ process for softwood (Advanced Thermo Mechanical Pulping)
P-RC APMP: ANDRITZ process for hardwood (Pre-conditioning Refiner Chemical Alkaline
Peroxide Mechanical Pulp)
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LOGISTIC

Automatic channel warehouse for
small and large format pallets

Pictures: Hörmann-Logistik

2-mast stacker crane,
total height 40 m

Forward-looking investment at Kunert Wellpappe
Kunert Wellpappe Bad Neustadt GmbH & Co.KG is
part of the family-owned Kunert Group. The Kunert
Group currently employs 1,900 people in 16 plants
throughout Europe and Asia. Every year the Kunert
Group produces 300,000 tons of corrugated cardboard cores, edge protectors and packaging as well
as over 225,000 tons of corrugated coreboard. At the
Bad Neustadt site, Kunert Wellpappe is planning a
new automatic high-bay warehouse to create space
for production expansions and to meet changing
customer requirements for smaller order quantities,
shorter delivery cycles and efficient inventory management.

Hörmann Logistik receives the order to implement the new warehouse with connecting conveyor technology. A special feature of the
four-aisle channel warehouse is the multi-deep transverse storage of
a wide variety of finished product formats on different pallet types as
and on several sub-pallets.

The concept
A distribution trolley transports the packing units from the production
zone to the handover point of the new conveyor system. To significantly increase the throughput capacity of the warehouse, the production department makes sure that two identical packaging units
are always delivered one after the other, so that they can be conveyed, stored and retrieved as pairs in the high-bay warehouse area.
One packing unit can have up to six sub-pallets. The contour control
centres the packing units and checks length, width, height, pallet
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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LOGISTIC

Storage and retrieval lane

Management and project team: Ron Zscherpe (project
manager Hörmann Logistik),Gerhard Bott (operations
manager), Hubertus Kompe (purchasing dept.),
Mathias Kunert (CEO)

side loading in the shipping area

width, pallet length and weight. The conveyor system brings the
packing units to the pre-zone of the high-bay warehouse. There, a
pallet carousel with special chain conveyors and roller lift tables connects the production, high-bay warehouse and dispatch preparation
areas.
A light curtain at the storage stitch aligns the packing units properly
for storage in the new channel storage. The two-mast S/R machines
are equipped with chain conveyors and shuttle vehicles. In two aisles
of the warehouse the SRMs work with one shuttle vehicle each, in
the other two aisles with two shuttles each to handle the transport

14
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of large pallets. The channel vehicles are battery-operated and are
charged directly at the storage and retrieval machine during operation. The stacker crane picks up the packing unit transversely and
stores it multi-deep via shuttle vehicle.
For order-related retrieval, the customer’s HOST sends a corresponding instruction to the warehouse management and control
system HiLIS. The stacker cranes retrieve the goods and the conveyor system transports them to the dispatch area. There are
different loading areas for truck rear loading and truck side
loading.

LOGISTIC

The special challenge in planning and implementing the new channel
warehouse for Kunert Wellpappe lies in the very different formats as
well as the large format packaging units with several sub-pallets. Besides the transport of these very different packing units on a special
conveyor system, it takes ingenious compartment details that allow a
very flexible and volume-optimized use of the large compartments.
Another extraordinary feature is the big overall height of the high-bay
warehouse of approx. 42 m. Another exceptional feature is the high
overall height of the high-bay warehouse of approx. 42 m, resulting
from the limited space available on site and the need to accommodate a maximum number of pallet positions.

CUSTOM - FIT
PREMIUM SOLUTIONS

Facts channel warehouse
Hörmann Logistik’s scope of supply includes rack steel construction,
roof and wall cladding incl. SHEVs, drainage and lightning protection,
pallet conveyors for the transfer of packing units from production to
high-bay warehouse, block storage and dispatch, storage and retrieval machines, fire protection gates and high-speed gates, rack sprinklers, warehouse management and control system HiLIS incl. plant
visualisation.

SUCTION ROLLS
FUNCTION ROLLS
CFRP ROLLS
SPREADER ROLLS
Centering, weighing and contour control; cross distribution trolley at the connection
point to the production area

– 4 aisles
– 4 two-mast storage and retrieval machines, thereof 2 units with
2 shuttles each and 2 units with one shuttle each
– Overall dimensions high-bay warehouse 84 × 46 × 42 (L × W × H)
– Stellplatzkapazität ca. 19,000 Paletten
Assembly began in April 2018 and commissioning will take place in
two steps: Step 1 will take place in March 2019, step 2 is planned for
August 2019.

www.hoermann-logistik.de

MWN NIEFERN MASCHINENFABRIK GMBH
Bahnhofstr. 51 - 53, D - 75223 Niefern Öschelbronn Germany
Telefon: +49(0) 7233 / 75 - 0 Telefax: +49(0) 7233 / 75 - 11
Internet: www.mwn-niefern.de Email: info@mwn-niefern.de
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CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

OPTIX™* Applied Intelligence – The only real-time
quality measurement for paper production

Pictures: Solenis

Improving mill operator and production efficiency via artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning

Real-time finished quality measurements (i.e., STFI,
Mullen, tensile, wet tear, etc.) can significantly
improve paper mill operations and decision making.
However, real-time physical sensors do not exist for
these quality parameters. The only way to achieve
real-time insights is through mathematical pre
dictions generated using artificial intelligence and
machine learning. Solenis’ OPTIX™ Applied
Intelligence is leading the industry by providing
enhanced process visibility with an analytics
platform that uncovers mill improvement oppor
tunities not previously possible.
With increasing availability of instrumentation and use of centralized
data historians, mills are collecting vast amounts of data that provide
them with ever-increasing visibility into their processes. Pulp and Paper manufacturing can have as many as 10,000 data historian tags
that are associated through highly complex, multi-dimensional relationships. Traditional data analytic tools are largely reflective, timeconsuming, and have specific limitations in highly variable, continuous-process manufacturing like the paper industry. These tools simply
cannot handle the computations required to evaluate this level of
complexity and nonlinearity in real time.
Predictive analytics supported by machine learning can provide realtime quality measures that remain robust and accurate in the face of
changing machine conditions. These adaptive quality “soft sensors”

16
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allow for more informed, on-the-fly decision making, rapid change
detection, and process control optimization without requiring periodic
model tuning.

The Solenis solution

Figure 1: (a) Comprehensible relationships between strength, basis weight, and
smoothness; (b) Causal network showing multidimensional relationships between
strength, basis weight, smoothness, and numerous other predictors.

OPTIX Applied Intelligence is a novel adaptive analytics platform
built with the latest artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
capabilities available today. OPTIX was developed to provide an
advanced digital service for the mill of the future. It incorporates
Solenis’ customer- and quality-first philosophy, which means it can
be tailored to every mill’s unique processes. Using process data,
laboratory measurements and papermaking process knowledge,
Solenis applies robust data science to provide an adaptive soft sensor. Unlike other data analytic tools, OPTIX does not require timeconsuming data interpretation but rather provides a real-time,
calculated value for critical quality parameters.
Solenis’ data scientists carefully evaluate mill process data using sophisticated data collection, cleaning and mining techniques.
Advanced data mining practices, such as multiple regression and
causal networks, reveal multi-dimensional relationships between the
response variable and predictors that are not easily identified other
ways. Figure 1 illustrates the data relationship awareness without
OPTIX as compared to the complex relationships that can be identified using OPTIX. Solenis employs a proprietary screening methodology that allows OPTIX to focus on the most important tags needed
to drive the machine-learning, predictive platform.
It is crucial for analytics platforms to adapt to the ever-changing
environment of the papermaking process. Solenis’ predictive models
incorporating machine learning adapt to changes in the process by
learning from observations and interactions. This information drives
shifts in the predictive model aimed at maintaining prediction accuracy. This level of machine learning is built into the platform,
which is why OPTIX measurements remain robust and accurate in
the face of changing machine conditions. Figure 2 shows how a
static predictive model can lose prediction accuracy over time,
whereas the machine learning algorithms built into OPTIX
constantly tune predictive models and preserve prediction accuracy
in real time. Each OPTIX model is also reinforced with a
self-diagnostic prediction accuracy monitor, which calculates the
difference between the prediction and value of the actual lab measurement.

Informed decision making
Figure 2: (a) Predictive model using poor prediction techniques that oversimplify the
process; (b) Predictive model with the same data utilizing OPTIX, which is capable
of handling paper machine process data using machine learning techniques.

The real-time, data-driven, quality measures delivered by OPTIX allow
for more informed, on-the-fly decision making and enable a step
change improvement in mill optimization not previously feasible. Operators can confidently make more refined, economical, and timely
process adjustments that are less prone to error or reactive to outliers.
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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Improved process visibility and informed decision making provided by
OPTIX enables mills to change their manufacturing approach from
reactive to proactive.
Until now, machine control decisions managed using periodic lab
tests have presented numerous inherent limitations, such as low frequency of data, lack of machine direction data, and the existence of
both measurement error and human error in lab tests. Quality data
received after the reel production, roughly 45 minutes or longer, is
too infrequent for papermakers to proactively make process changes.
This leads to increased off-quality product, material and energy
waste. Now, OPTIX provides high-frequency data every 30 seconds.
As Figure 3 shows, OPTIX real-time prediction provides significantly
more insight into the primary quality parameter than physical lab
measurements alone. For the first time, papermakers can have a
real-time, machine-direction quality profile for the entire length of the
reel.

Figure 3: Real-time prediction trend. Green and yellow points indicate predictions and
black points indicate actual lab measurements.

Significant return of investment
Implementation of OPTIX also presents value-creating opportunities
not previously available. In real time, operators can see the immediate
impact of process adjustments to the finished quality parameters allowing for optimization of key process variables. As shown in Figure 4, a customer was able to reduce basis weight by approximately
2 % while driving the primary strength quality parameter to an optimized state. The basis weight adjustment unlocked an annualized
fiber savings potential of approximately $500K.
Real-time predictions become invaluable during critical process changes such as grade changes. By closely monitoring the impact of process
adjustments on the finished quality parameter, rapid grade change is
possible. Figure 5 illustrates the swift grade change possible when the
operator utilizes papermaking process knowledge and the process
visibility provided by OPTIX. Additionally, operators can utilize OPTIX
real-time predictions to proactively make process changes to avoid
off-grade paper and target adherence. Ultimately OPTIX enables improved quality consistency resulting in less downgraded or re-pulped
products.

Figure 4: (a) Real-time prediction of basis weight; (b) Real-time prediction of MD dry
tensile

Conclusion
OPTIX Applied Intelligence is the most comprehensive predictive
analytics tool available for the Pulp and Paper industry. By utilizing
machine-learning, the platform remains accurate and robust in continuous process manufacturing. The real-time, actionable quality
measures generated by the soft sensors allow operators to make
informed, on-the-fly decisions resulting in optimize paper production.
Let Solenis be your guide through advanced analytics.
www.solenis.com/OPTIX.
*OPTIX™ is a registered trademark of Solenis Technologies, L.P.
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Figure 5: Real-time predictions of strength as visible during grade change.

Professionals in
engineering plastics

Sealing strips
for suction rolls
Wefapress has been producing suction roll sealing strips in flexible rubber
graphite for the paper industry many years.
Our FlexGuard material has also been
installed in the largest and fastest paper
machines around the world.
The material features minimum
abrasion, outstanding emergency
running properties,
long service lives,
and extremely simple
handling.

Packing the rolled seal strip in a
small box simplifies not only the
transport, but also the handling
and storage at the customer.

FlexGuard seal strips
are available in lengths
up to 12 meters.

Individual
solutions for
each application
One major advantage of the flexible, rubber graphite sealing strips is also that they are not as easily breakable as
the graphite seal strips used in the past. FlexGuard can be used in all suction rolls, whether for pulp, cardboard,
tissue or paper machines, regardless of whether the roll shell is made of bronze or stainless steel.

Complete production in Germany ensures highest quality for the seals of your
• Suction Couch Roll • Pick Up Roll • Suction Press Roll.
Please contact us!
Our service team would also be happy to consult with you at your company.
Wefapress naturally also delivers
all accessories, such as air hoses
and pressure springs for the seals.

Beck + Co. GmbH

Postfach 1354 · D-48686 Vreden / Germany · Dipl.Ing. Achim Kneifel
Phone + 49 25 64/93 29-0 · Cell + 49 170 204 38 21
e-mail: kneifel@wefapress.com · www.wefapress-papertec.com

Professionals in
engineering plastics

Gear pinions and rims
made of Nylatec 360
Continual production increases
in many paper machines often
force gear drives made up of
cast wheels to reach their
capacity limits.
Vibrations and high noise
generation are the result.
Replacing cast wheels with gear wheels that have plastic rims eliminates vibrations, ensures significantly improved
smooth running, and often eliminates the need for expensive lubrication. Another major advantage is that the gear
wheels no longer have to be completely dismantled for maintenance - it is only necessary to loosen a few screws
and replace individual segments. This reduces the conventional downtime of several hours to just a few minutes
and consequently increase the system availability. Our Nylatec 360 gear wheels get used already in many paper and
cardboard mills. Even at the high temperatures and air humidity found in closed drying hoods, the material remains
stable and does not become brittle, consequently resulting in long service lives.

Drainage elements
made of CeramX®
As a plastics specialist and long-time partner to the paper
industry, Wefapress developed the hybrid material CeramX®,
which is a UHMW-PE with a ceramic additive.
This hybrid material combines the advantages of ceramic and
plastic drainage elements.
It allows service lives that are significantly longer than possible
with normal UHMW-PE while the costs and simple handling of
flexible parts match those for other plastic parts.CeramX® can
be used for forming boards, foils and suction box covers in the
wire section at machine speeds up to 1200 m/min and in the
press section even up to 2000 m/min for Uhle box covers.
Also in case you want to switch for example from slotted uhle
box covers to a drilled perforation please contact us.

Picture: Mitsubishi HiTec Paper

CERTIFICATION

Bielefeld Mill Mitsubishi HiTec Paper

“Safe with a system”
Seal of approval from the BG RCI and is certified for occupational health and safety
management
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper Europe GmbH, with its Bielefeld and Flensburg locations, is the first company
in the paper industry to receive the “Safe with a
System” seal of approval from the BG RCI: the professional association for raw materials and the chemical
industry. At the same time, the company has been
certified for occupational health and safety management (“AGM”) in accordance with DIN ISO 45001:2018.

The new DIN ISO 45001 certification is another component of the
voluntary compliance system at Mitsubishi HiTec Paper. At the same
time, the monitoring audits of the integrated management systems
DIN EN ISO 9001 (quality management), DIN EN ISO 14001 (environmental management) and DIN EN ISO 50001 (energy management)
have been carried out successfully for both locations. Regular certifications by the independent auditors from TÜV Nord underscore the
high demands that Mitsubishi HiTec Paper places on itself in order to
continue to be a reliable partner for customers.
www.mitsubishi-paper.com

The DIN ISO 45001 for occupational health and safety management
“AGM” replaces the BS OHSAS 18001:2007 standard, which was
withdrawn in 2018 and was mainly used by companies in the chemicals, paper and sugar sectors. The new standard now also requires
the assessment of risks and opportunities and a proactive prevention
approach, thus increasing the demands on senior and middle management. When companies are preparing for assessment for the
“Safe with a System” seal of approval with the additional module DIN
ISO 45001, certain legal requirements have to be met and competence criteria for employees, whose participation play an important
role, have to be determined.
Managing Director Dr. Martin Schreer is convinced that “If you think
about the safety and health of your employees from the outset, you
will achieve more for your company and your economic success in the
long term. This assessment and the certification of our occupational
health and safety management are logical steps for us to further advance occupational safety in our company. Our exemplary company
integration management, which was awarded the “Action Alliance
Schleswig-Holstein”, ideally complements the “AGM” system.”

About Mitsubishi HiTec Paper Europe
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper Europe
GmbH is a German subsidiary
of Mitsubishi Paper Mills Ltd.,
Japan, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of specialty paper.
The roughly 750 employees
at Mitsubishi HiTec Paper
Europe produce high-quality
direct thermal, inkjet, carbonless, label and barrier papers
at two tradition-rich locations in Bielefeld and Flensburg.

Each factory stands out for
own base paper production,
state-of-the-art production
machinery and innovative coating technologies. Through its
dense global sales network,
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper Europe
supplies a full range of specialty papers for many applications and printing technologies
– and is a highly capable
partner whenever customized
c oated paper solutions are
required.
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IMPS 2020 –
29th International Munich
Paper Symposium
Progress in Board and Paper Technology
Part 1

The 29th International Munich Paper Symposium
(IMPS) took place in Munich from the 18 – 20 March
2020, under the direction of Prof. Dr. Stephan
Kleemann from the Institute for Paper Technology
(German: Institut für Verfahrenstechnik Papier – IVP).
Prof. Kleemann opened the symposium with an
overview and then chaired the entire conference.
With nearly 400 participants from 28 countries, the
symposium was, before the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic, very well booked. With a share
of 33 %, the paper manufacturers were again very
well represented. All lectures were simultaneously
translated into German and English and, as a historic
first, presented entirely online as two live streams.
The 29th IMPS – International Munich Paper Symposium – focused on
developments that improve the processes of paper and board production and product quality. A total of 20 lectures were presented, of
which an unusually large number of reports came directly from paper
mills and board manufacturers. Among them were: Progroup Paper
PM3 / Germany, Winbon Schoeller New Materials / China, Smurfit
Kappa Roermond Paper / The Netherlands, Sappi Maastricht / The
Netherlands, Greenpac Mill / USA, Kämmerer Papier / Germany,
Laakirchen Papier / Austria, Papierfabrik August Koehler / Germany,
Papierfabrik Schoellershammer / Germany, EMG Empaques Modernos
de Guadealajara / Mexico, Mercer Pulp Sales / Germany and W. Hamburger AG / Austria.
The preparations for the 29th IMPS had already been completed, the
exhibition had been prepared and the technical equipment had been
ready for installation when, at midnight before the start of the con
ference, all event locations in Bavaria were closed on the order of the
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Bavarian State Government due to the coronavirus pandemic. As a
result, the conference hotel was cancelled by the operator Sheraton,
making it impossible to hold the conference even for the 120 participants who were still looking forward to attend in person.
Since the main purpose of the IMPS is to inform about innovations
and their first successful applications, the organizer decided overnight, to switch the entire symposium to an online streaming conference. With the help of an extremely committed external company and
with all available resources, the Institute for Paper Technology, an
affiliated institute of the Munich University of Applied Sciences, was
converted into a live-streaming studio over a period of hours. The
required internet access capacities could only be achieved on short
notice by aggregating LTE mobile phone connections.
Just in time for the official start of the symposium on the morning of
the 18th of March 2020, all registered conference participants were
able to log-in online to the conference live-stream using their passwords. All the lectures were presented from the various locations of
the individual speakers around the world. At this point in time, due to
the coronavirus lock-down being in place, most of the speakers were
only able to present their lectures live from their home office. The
entire event is an enormous achievement by the speakers, because
the whole conference and all the lectures had to be held without a
test or trial run, due to the time pressure involved.
With the exception of a few start-up problems and one lecture from
Spain that was not performed live due to technical difficulties with
the transmission, all lectures could be shown in full and the subsequent discussions by the conference participants were also possible
and were, in part, quite lively.
After the conference it was possible for the participants to download
all 20 lectures for their own archive using a special access procedure.
This ensured that the main purpose of the conference, the transfer of
know-how and of positive experience, was fully possible for all
participants.
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After the conference ended, the organiser reveived an overwhelmingly positive feedback from the participants, check www.paper-online.
de/imps-2020/feedback for a short excerpt. However, it was also made
clear that everyone missed the face-to-face contact and, of course,
the excellent meals and drinks. Everyone is looking forward to an
anniversary symposium in the familiar surroundings in 2021.
As part of the exhibition, which also took place entirely online, wellknown and as well as new companies presented their products and
services. This includes: ABB Automation with measuring devices and
online scanner frames as well as the online fibre measurement. AS
Drives & Services, a well-known drive specialist, was again represented at the IMPS. BTG Instruments likewise showed a large number of its measuring devices and Deublin, known for its rotating
unions and siphon systems which have been successfully used in the
paper industry worldwide for many decades, was also attending
again. Emco provided information on the latest options for determining sizing and splitting resistance in accordance with the new ISO
standard. Emtec Electronic showed its devices for determining the
charge and filler content – quickly and without ashing. Enzymatic
Deinking Technologies has many years of expertise in questions of
enzyme use in the paper industry and also gave a presentation.
Fipptec represents a large number of well-known companies and

S. Kleemann

presented innovations for the paper industry. Frank-PTI showed their
new Probenet 4.0 for the paper industry, with which the company
demonstrates its experience in digitisation. The Giuseppe Cristini
company also attended again. The older part of the company deals
with clothing and the younger part, Diagnostic Systems, has specialized in various sensor systems. As a new exhibitor, the company
GS-PaperParts provides a portal with spare parts, accessories, repairs, and services related to paper machines. As a specialist company for all questions regarding cleaning of paper machines, the
Hatton company presented its services and experience. HS agency
showed components and services for the paper industry including
heat exchangers, membrane filtration, separation and the ALFA
LAVAL and Ircon systems. Again present as exhibitors were the companies KPNB with topics on efficient production and possible cost
savings, the company Logistic Finbow with developments on rollers
and the company MAUEL Sicher Arbeiten with help for safety training. NCR Biochemical is another experienced provider in the field of

enzymes that attended. PaCon paper consulting offers the measurement of doctor blade pressure and load profiles for help with paper
jams and moisture cross profile problems. PTS informed on innovative developments and wet-laid nonwovens. Techpap and Petax as
partners represented several companies and their versatile products
for the paper industry. The company Pleva showed its developments
in microwave-based moisture measuring devices and Procemex their
latest web inspection and event capture analysis device. Siemens
once again attended with a lot of information about SIPAPER and its
time-saving predefined automation solutions. T.Con presented its
ERP solution packages integrated in SAP and the Manufacturing Execution System MES for the paper and board industry, for which the
company received the status “SAP Recognized Expertise Mill
Products”. VTA was a new addition with its solutions for microwaveassisted thickening and drying of organic sludge. As an experienced
and well-known company, Wolf Heilmann represented a large
number of products for paper production, and X-Rite showed its
in-line systems for colour measurement with subsequent colour
control.
The symposium started with two lectures on the latest developments in production without wastewater at the new paper mill
Propapier PM3 and a German-Chinese joint venture of the Felix
Schoeller Group, followed by two lectures on the latest developments in formers at Smurfit Kappa Roermond Paper and, the first
implementation as a 3-layer system in this grammage, at Sappi
Maastricht, both in the Netherlands. There followed an exciting lecture block on the implementation of digital expertise and sensors at
Greenpac Mill in New York / USA and at Laakirchen Papier in Austria,
both in c ollaboration with the companies Valmet and Voith. The
Wednesday afternoon ended with three new developments: in the
field of fibre thickening / loop separation with the help of the vertical screw thickener from Andritz, innovations in the field of cleaners
at the August Koehler paper mill, and a progress report on the path
to autonomous stock preparation at the Schoellershammer
company.
The Thursday morning began with lectures on better drainage and
retention control, a report on the use of ultrasound for better web
drying and on the success of replacing fibres with a curtain coat at
the Gondi Group in Mexico. This was followed by two lectures on
fibre treatment: first using enzymes at Mercer Pulp Sales and secondly by using new possibilities provided by refiners with the possibility of reflux circulation. The Thursday afternoon covered two
lectures on new options of online status detection with wireless vibration sensors and AI at Kämmerer Papier as well as first experiences with the practical implementation of virtual twins from
Siemens. The conference ended with three lectures on optimised
runability with a new ceramic press roll cover at Hamburger AG in
Austria, optimized sludge dewatering with the help of ultrasound,
and reports on the rapid moisture content measurement of waste
paper by scanning complete lorry loads in one go and without
unloading.
The 30th anniversary IMPS will be held from 10 − 12 March 2021
in Munich, hopefully in the familiar cozy atmosphere with
many positive face-to-face encounters. The organizer is looking forward to receiving suggestions for interesting presen
tations on technical innovations by September 2020
(email: kleemann@ivp.org).
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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Overview of the presentations

First details on the ProAquaPlus system for a closed
paper mill
J. Schmid and P. Vrizas • Progroup Paper PM3 GmbH • Sandersdorf-Brehna / Germany

With the Taurus PM3 project in Sandersdorf-Brehna, the Progroup
AG is consistently continuing its strategy Two Twentyfive and is
m aking a significant contribution to the protection of the
environment and resources in the course of the green high-tech
philosophy.
Together with the paper machine manufacturer Voith and its subsidiary Meri, a plant concept was developed which produces corrugated
base paper with an annual output of 750,000 t at an operating speed
of 1,600 m/min. The required raw material input is 860,000 t/a
recovered paper from 100% recycling. The basis weight is between
80 and 150 g/m². In addition to the machine concept, the Progroup
also relies on an internal “ProAquaPlus” process water treatment
system for the PM3.
This closed loop water treatment concept is made possible by intensive loop separation, extensive measures for reducing the fresh water
requirement through complete recirculation of the process water and
thus no waste water from paper production is discharged. For this
purpose, the stock suspension from stock preparation is thickened to
a stock consistency of 30 % at the transition to the paper machine
circuit, thus avoiding the use of highly oxidative biocide systems on
the paper machine.
To make this concept possible and to achieve a specific fresh water
consumption of approx. 1.2 m³ pure water/t finished paper, a waste
water treatment plant was designed together with Meri Environmental Solutions. In addition to a pre-acidification and the anaerobic R2S

reactors, the process known as biological kidney includes a stripping
process for targeted lime precipitation and subsequent microflotation
for targeted lime separation.
The aim of this biological kidney is, on the one hand, to break down
the impurities in the water and thereby reduce the COD and, on the
other hand, to remove the calcium carbonate from the process
w ater through the stripping process. Biogas is produced as a
by-product. This is used for steam generation in the company’s own
boiler house, where it replaces up to 10 % of the natural gas
required.
In order to be able to successfully implement and commission this
concept, various operating conditions were tested in advance in a
diploma thesis at the Technical University of Dresden in the Department of Paper Technology and examined on a laboratory scale to
determine which process water, especially in the area of corrugated
board base paper with a high recycled content, is suitable for use in
this wastewater treatment plant. Special attention was paid to changes in anaerobic degradation and to the effectiveness of the subsequent stripping process.

E. Martorana

Go East – Introduction and Experiences of
Felix Schoeller Group in China
E. Martorana • Winbon Schoeller New Materials Co., Ltd. • Longyou / China

J. Schmid
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The 50/50 joint venture between the german specialty paper manufacturer Felix Schoeller and the chinese pulp and paper trading
company Welbon was founded in January 2017. Since May 2017 the
joint venture is operating under the name Winbon Schoeller New
Materials (WSNM) with its headquarter in Longyou (China). In its
4 mills from which three are located in Longyou (Zhejiang province)
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and one in Shexian (Anhui province) WSNM is producing approx.
170.000t of specialty papers per year. In the upcoming years the
goal is to increase the annual sales volume to 250.000t per year.
This is accomplished by an extensive investment program which has
been part of the joint venture agreements as well.
WSNM is producing different specialty papers on a total of 12 paper
machines (2 with inclined wire) and 21 coating machines
(10 cast coaters).
Due to the joint competences of both shareholders in R&D, production, product and market knowledge, the joint venture is producing
and selling different specialty papers such as décor papers, sublimation papers, dialyzing papers, matte and glossy p
 hoto papers, wallpapers, release liners, food and packaging papers as well as many
other technical specialty papers. Furthermore, the company con
siders itself as an important innovation leader in the chinese market
with an excellent equipped R&D department and different pilot
paper and coating machines.
The goal is to develop WSNM to one of the leading specialty paper
manufacturers in china and the whole asia¬pacific region. Additionally to the asian market also other markets such as south america or
africa shall be supplied by WSNM. This supports the internatio
nalization strategy of the Felix Schoeller Group.
This report focused on the introduction, achievements and experiences of the joint venture and its development but also on the challenges that are still existing.

Transformation of Roermond PM 1 using a shoe-blade
gap former without suction rolls
S. Vrieze • Smurfit Kappa Roermond Papier B.V. • Roermond / The Netherlands
V. Schmidt-Rohr • J.M. Voith SE & Co. KG I VPH • Heidenheim / Germany

In 2012 Smurfit Kappa decided to focus on light weight packaging
grades at Roermond PM 1 which had been built in the 1970s. As
first step of the transformation project “Aethon”, the winder was
replaced in 2014. The second phase in 2016 covered the
complete replacement of press section, sizer and dryer section by
the latest technologies. In 2019 the project was finished by
installation of a shoe blade gap former and a new approach flow
system.
After internal assessment of different forming concepts and based on
practical experiences in its mills, Smurfit Kappa decided to go with
these technologies. The most important criteria were good quality
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First 3-layer headbox at Sappi Maastricht
T. Boersma •Sappi Maastricht B.V. • Maastricht / The Netherlands

S. Vrieze

V. Schmidt-Rohr

performance, low specific energy consumption, low total cost of ownership and a compact design. As supplier for the new forming section
Voith was chosen due to the perfect cooperation during the large
rebuild of press and dryer section in 2016 and due to the convincing
results from the pilot paper machine.
The new approach flow system was designed by Smurfit Kappa
based on in-house know-how. Its key features are the minimized
water volume, a 4-stage slot screening and a 5-stage cleaner plant.
The execution of the different project phases was finished without
accidents and in the given time frame. Thus, after five years the old
PM 1 had been replaced by a completely new paper machine being
equipped with the latest technology.
The DuoFormer CBh at Roermond PM 1 is a horizontal shoe-blade
gap former which was developed for the manufacturing of packaging grades at speeds up to 1600 m/min. The DuoFormer CBh for the
rebuild at Roermond PM 1 is equipped with a C-frame which does
not require significant modifications of the existing structure of the
building.
The optimized geometry of the impingement shoe as first drainage
element was developed on the Voith pilot machine with a focus on
highest paper strength. The second target was to optimize the
design for maximum initial drainage capacity without creating sheet
sealing. The results from the pilot machine were presented showing
the impact of geometries and operation parameters on paper
quality.
The design of the twin wire zone allows high production rates by
low shear force intensity for high paper strength. Dry fabric separation grants forming section cleanliness. The DuoFormer CBh can be
equipped with loadable blades. The influence of these blades on
paper quality was discussed.
The web dryness increase after fabric separation is created by
suction boxes as the suction couch roll is substituted by a grooved
turning roll which is followed by a high vacuum suction box (HiVac).
With this configuration very high dryness values before the pick-up
point are achieved. This allows high web compression in the press
section resulting in high paper strength levels.
The forming section without suction rolls distinguishes by low
investment and operating costs because the expensive suction
couch roll was eliminated. The operating costs of drive power for
fabric drives and vacuum plant were discussed as well as fabric costs
and maintenance expenses.
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Sappi Maastricht PM 6 (4.56 m wide) has been producing graphical
board with super printability since 1996. Over the years the production
range expanded from 170 g/m2 up to 450 g/m2 end product (approx.:
100 – 350 g/m2 adro on wire-speed 400 – 750 m/min).
The ash content has grown in 1996 from a 15 % to almost now 40 %
in base paper. So question is how do you reach such targets with preservation of the right quality, high bulk, stiffness, Cracking at the Fold
resistance, delamination resistance… etc.
The type of products was expanded in 2016 with Solid Bleached Board
and first tests to produce Folding Box Board as premium packaging were
done with the single headbox, with good result….but surface should
improve for FBB, and cost should go down. The big question was how
to produce these very different products on the same machine, so we
had to look for a flexible process that can produce the 3 base products.
The 3-fiber layer concept was chosen due to Sappi theoretical and practical lab test investigations. But a new traditional 3 headbox s et-up was
too expensive and not possible due to a lack of space in the Mill.
Also, in the sustainable philosophy to produce paper with less electrical
power, less water, less “consumables” (like wires), less down time… a
traditional set-up was not the solution… an innovation had to be created – 3 layers of different pulp out of 1 headbox.
To be sure that it had a chance to work, tests were done at the Valmet
Pilot plant in Jyvaskyla Finland. After 1 year preparation, designing a
new stock approach flow and controlling system by Sappi engineering,
the Valmet headbox was installed in January 2018. Starting up in the
graphical grades was no problem, redesigning the SBB and FBB was
needed. It appears that in a continuous process the hydraulic behavior
in the headbox had to be changed to blend the 3 different layers in such
a way that quality requirements could be met. A lot of tests and scientific studies were done by Sappi mill in 2018 and 2019 related to the
headbox concept, wet-end chemistry and stock approach flow system.
Innovation becomes proven concept, driven by “guts”, entrepreneurship
and perseverance.

T. Boersma
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J. Reibert

M. Hewitt

T. Mäcklin

J. Käser

First experiences with web break prediction
J. Reibert • Laakirchen Papier AG • Laakirchen / Austria; J. Käser • J.M. Voith SE & Co. KG | DSG •
Ravensburg / Germany

Greenpac PM1: Application of Valmet Industrial
Internet for advanced process monitoring
M. Hewitt • Greenpac Mill • New York / USA; T. Mäcklin • Valmet GmbH • Darmstadt / Germany

Valmet Industrial Internet (VII) is a system that combines data and expertise from different sources to develop analytical applications in cooperation with customers and to implement them through the Valmet
Performance Centers (VPC) as explained in the case below. The aim is
to build cognitive advisors that interact with operators and machines,
and to move towards more autonomous plants, mills and overall operations. Greenpac Mill is a new state-of-the-art linerboard mill in Niagara
Falls, NY, USA and manufactures a variety of lightweight linerboard,
made with 100 percent recycled fibers. Seven years after its 2013 opening, this facility has a strong focus on innovation and operational excellence. The mill concentrates on value-added activities that utilize data-
based decisions to maximize profitability. As part of a long-term partnership, Valmet and Greenpac Mill have a shared target of improving
the mill’s production efficiency with a strong digitalization focus, and
putting machine and system-generated data into good use.
The authors showed in the presentation the current development
status of the latest VII applications and the practical implementation of
advanced process monitoring applications to achieve the targets of
availability and overall energy efficiency.
The application in focus, called Paper Machine Diagnostics is a s oftware
package that enables a paper machine to observe and track its own
behavior. It indicates if the performance of dedicated machine sections,
like for example the press or forming section, is within normal limits or
if technical help is required. As a result of the implementation in combination with the VPC, it has been possible to accurately predict both
-small machinery failures and larger, more critical ones, avoiding unplanned shutdowns and production losses.

One of the greatest challenges in paper manufacturing is to achieve
break free production. The possibilities of the developments in the age
of Industry 4.0 with the help of large amounts of data and complex
neural networks allow to meet this challenge. The occurrence of a paper
break at any point in time is considered unavoidable. In a first step towards a break free production it is necessary to limit the time of a break
and to evaluate the risk of a break in the near future. In addition to the
pure risk assessment of an imminent break, however, in a second step
it must be possible to avoid the break by initiating corrective steps.
The work with mathematical models for break prediction has shown
that breaks can be divided into two categories:
1. breaks with direct causes e.g. failure of the retention agent pump
2. breaks with indirect causes, e.g. crease run in the dryer section due
to changed drying/shrinkage behavior as a result of variations in
freeness.
Experience has shown that the first category represents only a small
proportion of the total breaks and cannot currently be predicted using
complex data analyses due to missing or unrecognizable patterns.
The second category represents breaks that can be described as “process conditions that promote breaks”. These can be predicted from the
data with varying degrees of accuracy depending on the process conditions. In practice, therefore, the second category will be used to predict and prevent breaks. Recognizing a break in advance means understanding the mechanism that leads to the break and deriving it reliably
from the online data. In such cases, a suitable countermeasure can then
be initiated in good time. Thus, the core of break prediction is not the
precise temporal announcement of a break, but the avoidance of
breaks by timely recognition of break-relevant, unfavorable process
conditions and their elimination before the break occurs.
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Innovations in Cleaning – reduced dirt spots and
energy savings
T. Riehle • Papierfabrik August Koehler SE • Oberkirch / Germany
J. Santiago • Valmet Technologies and Services AB • Madrid / Spain

P. Ortner

Vertical screw-thickener – new dewatering technology
in the stockpreparation
P. Ortner and W. Magor• Andritz AG • Graz / Austria

Thickening of pulp suspensions from low to high consistency is a
normal stock preparation process and usually requires the installation
of a pre-thickener (e.g. disc filter or drum thickener), followed by a
press (e.g. screw press). So eliminating the need for a pre-thickener
not only means having one less equipment unit in the process, but
also enables reduced filtrate quantities as well as smaller tank volumes, pumps and pipe diameters. Thus, a press that can dewater
pulps directly from low (3%) to high consistency (> 20%) is a great
benefit.
At low feed consistencies, the conventional screw presses often used
in such applications have certain limitations that result in reduced
throughput and lower discharge dryness. A conventional, horizontal
screw press dewaters pulp suspensions by means of a rotating screw
that tapers to increase the dewatering pressure on the pulp.
Due to the height difference between the top and bottom of the
dewatering screen, hydrostatic pressure builds up in proportion to the
diameter of the press and creates uneven filtrate flow around the
screen circumference (higher filtrate flow at the bottom of the screen
basket compared to the top). The Vertical Screw Thickener (VST) overcomes these limitations.
The VST is a conventional screw press with a vertical design. The pulp
is fed in from the top and compressed and dewatered as it moves
downwards. In a vertical configuration, gravity has various positive
effects: automatic and consistent refilling of pulp into the area between the screw flights, even distribution of the suspension around
the entire circumference of the screen basket and guaranteed 100%
filling level.
The VST prototype has been operating at the ANDRITZ pilot plant in
Austria since 2015. Tests with various types of pulp have confirmed
that all pulps (kraft pulps, DIP and OCC recycled fibers, and mechanical pulp) can be dewatered with the VST, also under different operating conditions. When compared with a traditional screw press, the
VST demonstrated a 25% increase in throughput with the same
discharge consistency. Besides the high dewatering efficiency, the
Vertical Screw Thickener requires only a small space thanks to the
vertical configuration and thus is perfectly suitable for subsequent
installation in existing processes and buildings with limited space
available.
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Handling increasing quality demands of customers, rising stress of competition and worsening raw materials is an important duty of papermakers. The mission is: to optimize the existing papermachines to produce higher quality in a way to stay competitive.
At PM5 of August Koehler SE we managed this task by successfully
rebuilding the cleaner plant. The previous plant was over 30 years old,
driven out of operating range. That was the reason for high amount of
speck and especially sand particles. These particles were the cause of
scratches on printing plates, which produced misprint and maculation.
The origin of the sand was the used pulp. The result of analysis was to
rebuild the cleaner plant.
With Valmet we found a reliable project partner with strong technology. We installed a Celleco Twister® plant.
Celleco Twister® is a state of the art hydrocyclone with an innovative
design that takes cleaning separation to a higher level using less energy.
With its unique design housing several forward cleaners in one single
unit plus the two-stage concept, all in one, is nowadays the right hydrocyclone for any application where contaminant separation, fiber
savings and energy reduction are key drivers.
Twister is equipped with mid cone dilution that minimizes fiber thickening, and thus fiber losses, and allows having an elongated cone section that is important for high separation efficiencies without having to
operate the hydrocylone at high pressure drops. Additionally, and in
combination with special patterns applied in the cones, separation and
fiber savings can be boosted even further. PM5 sand separation requirement was crucia, especially removal from a rather small sand fraction where traditional and standard hydrocyclones do not normally
achieve any decent separation. In this regard Twister was a natural fit
for the PM5 rebuild project and its goals in all its dimensions, this is,
separation, fiber savings and energy consumption.
Celleco Twister® uses a satellite bank system which gives extreme flexibility especially in installations with some space restrictions. PM5 had
rather limited space and special geometry but that was solved easily
due to the manageability with the satellite bank system. A t ailor-made
bank system was designed to meet space requirements.

T. Riehle

J. Santiago

SYMPOSIUM

After installation of Celleco Twister® hydrocyclone technology we now
reject more than 92 % of sand particles over 50 µm. Since the rebuild
in August 2019 there were no customer complaints in connection with
particles. Another point is a big decrease of fiber losses and a reduction
of energy demand of pumps. The ROI of this project was below 1 year.

A. Vetter

On the way to autonomous stock preparation
A. Vetter • Papierfabrik Schoellershammer GmbH & Co. KG • Düren / Germany
S. Schuster • J.M. Voith SE & Co. KG | VPH • Heidenheim / Germany

The presentation showed the stock preparation of Schoellershammer
PM6. In the first section Mr. Vetter, CEO Schoellershammer, presented
the paper mill Schoellershammer in general. The configuration of the
stock preparation PM6 was addressed in detail, which requirements
were the basis for the layout and what happened until then to react on
the current raw material development. The technological results of the

S. Schuster

stock preparation were discussed in detail. This part closed with a summary of the advantages of the plant and which potential of improvement is existing in the view of Schoellershammer.
The second part presented the 3 steps (robustness, availability, quality /
efficiency control) Voith Paper suggests to realize an autonomous stock
preparation. Sebastian Schuster, Product Manager OCC Processes, explained the steps Voith Paper has made so far to offer a nearly autonomous and production controlled stock preparation, as it is installed at
Schoellershammer PM6. The final slides described how Voith Paper
approaches the way to come from a production controlled stock preparation towards a quality and efficiency controlled stock preparation.
Part 2 on reporting on IMPS 2020 can be found on the
pages 36 – 45. 
www.paper-online.de

Edipap Srl
www.edipap.com

info@edipap.com
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ENERGY

The new EP650 Turbo Blower

NEW: RunEco EP650 Turbo Blower powered
by an ABB motor
Increasing efficiency and energy efficiency in paper production
The new RunEco EP650 Turbo Blower developed by
Runtech Systems features an ABB motor, leading to
reduced rotor losses and higher load capacity. A new
bearing helps lower the need for maintenance.
Papermakers around the world know RunEco EP Turbo Blowers for
their capability to operate efficiently across a wide range of vacuum
levels and air flows. During the past decades, paper mills have
optimized vacuum levels while taking advantage of the higher efficiency a blower has over a traditional liquid ring pump system.
High-speed motors, driven by frequency converters, enable a typical
RunEco EP blower to provide paper machine vacuum levels from
10 to 70 kPa. A wider offering of impeller designs allows highly efficient levels across the operating range. In addition, the number
and usage of throttling valves can be reduced to a minimum, resulting in energy savings from 30–70 % compared with traditional
vacuum systems.
Runtech Systems has now taken its successful RunEco EP Turbo
Blower family yet another step further by launching a new member
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– the EP650 Turbo Blower. The most important technical difference
in the new model compared with the company’s other EP models is
that it has been equipped with ABB motor using laminated rotor
technology instead of a solid rotor. This results in lower rotor losses
and improved load capacity.
Additionally, EP650 features a redesigned bearing with higher tolerance for abnormal running conditions, resulting in extended maintenance intervals. The improved motor cooling makes it possible to increase power by 100 kW, which in turn improves air flow by approximately one cubic meter per second.
“In addition to higher efficiency, our customers also benefit from
ABB’s proven reliable technology and global presence,” says Jussi
Lahtinen, Sales Director, Runtech Systems. “An extra benefit brought
by the ABB motor is a simpler drive. The ABB motor can be used
without an extra sinus filter in the drive, making it less expensive and
more reliable.”

potential. Additionally, its compact design reduces installation costs.
To date, over 500 EP Turbo Blowers have already been installed and
more than 200 are on order.
Papermakers have welcomed the newcomer with great enthusiasm,
and there are several units on order. For example, DS Smith has ordered three EP650 Turbo Blowers for its PM3 in Kemsley, UK. The mill

Suitable for greenfield and retrofit installations
RunEco EP650 is a variable speed and variable capacity blower designed for large paper machines in both greenfield and retrofit installations. It is a totally water-free solution with significant heat recovery

RunEco EP Turbo Blower, Runtech’s 500th turbo running

targets at reducing energy costs by 50 %, equaling 8.3 MWh. This
means a reduction in the mill’s carbon footprint by 2,150 tons of CO2.
Using the EP Turbo Blowers, the mill will be able to close down its
cooling tower, which eliminates the risk of legionella bacteria from
developing and spreading.

Jussi Lahtinen (Runtech, sales) congratulates Rob Gilbert (DS Smith Kemsley, project
manager) for their EP Turbo project order.

RunEco EP Turbo Blower facts:
– 30–70 % power savings in the vacuum system
– Water-free solution
– Easy to install
– Economical to own and operate
– Excellent option for vacuum system rebuild and optimization
– Recoverable pumping energy
– Corrosion-free materials
– Fast maintenance
RunEco EP Turbo Blower features:
– Two-stage turbo blowers EP650-S2 and EP650-HF, single-stage
EP650-T1
– Compact construction – easy maintenance and installation
– Coated mild steel body
– Impeller titanium or composite
– Maximum vacuum of -70 kPa
– Maximum air flow of 11.0 m³/s
– L 2,620 × H 2,250 × W 1,715 mm
– Approximate weight of 5,000 kg
www.fipptec.com,

The new EP650 Turbo Blower motor by ABB

Dr. Ulrich Weise, ulrich.weise@fipptec.com
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ROLL COVER

Long nip press roll cover
in use
Performance increase with long nip presses
through HybriFlex roll cover technology

Functional layer
2nd Intermediate layer
1st Intermediate layer
Base Layer – Core bonding

Pictures: Schäfer Rolls

Roll core

Figure 1: Layer design of a standard LNP press roll cover

High dewatering performance, energy efficiency and
absolute operational safety play a key role for the
efficiency of a long nip press (LNP). HybriFlex LNP roll
covers by SchäferRolls contribute to sustainably
increasing the efficiency of paper and cardboard
machines.

Author: Jörg Reiprich, Head of Application Engineering SchäferRolls
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The press nip conditions in LNP presses are extremely demanding.
High stress values in the press nip already exist in standard
operations with conventional operating conditions. In the case of
local mechanical load, for example, with a wad of paper running
through the nip, extreme requirements are placed on the roll cover
system.
In order to achieve an optimum bonding to the roll core and the
best possible mechanical properties, LNP press roll covers are
designed in several layers of different hardness (cf. Figure 1). This
bridges the high e-modulus jump between roll core material and
functional layer in several small steps. This way, high stresses are
avoided within the roll cover/bonding system and the highest
p ossible impact tolerance is ensured for maximum operational
s afety.
The usual functional hardness of conventional rubber covers for
LNP presses is at 20 – 30 P&J. With this hardness, a sufficiently large
nip width and an appropriate nip dwell time are achieved. As a
consequence, this ensures the highest possible mechanical
dewatering. For the design of the roll cover the necessary mechanical stability and sufficient wear properties must be taken into
account, too.

ROLL COVER

Blind drilled suface design
In the following application example, the dynamic nip width was
calculated at 56.8 mm, the maximum pressure is at 5.88 MPa (cf.
Figure 2, left column). The dynamic nip width takes account of the
relative stiffening of the roll cover materials due to the existing deformation speed and therefore reflects the actual operating state. It
Figure 2: Application example – comparison of dynamic nip width and nip pressure with
the use of rubber, polyurethane and HybriFlex LNP press roll covers
Rubber Roll Covers

Polyurethane Roll Covers

(Standard)

(Standard)

Installation
LNP

top roll:

Rubber
20 P&J

top roll:

PU
15 P&J

bottom roll:

Rubber
20 P&J

bottom roll:

PU
15 P&J

Roll nip

Roll nip

Roll nip

with felt

Roll nip
with felt

Figure 4 shows the water balance scenario in the course of the service life of the roll covers for this typical application example. The
table shows the respective available water storage volumes of the
roll covers based on blind hole depths and the state of the cover in
relation to the water quantity that occurs in the press. Already after
the roll covers have been reground a few times, a critical value is
reached (orange background in the table),
which causes a negative influence to be expected on the dewatering performance, as
well as on the paper quality and felt life
HybriFlex Rolls Covers
span.
The values in the water balance table with a
(two-layer)
red back-ground are negative; therefore, the
HybriFlex
water in the nip exceeds the existing storage
top roll:
volume. The nip is hydraulically overloaded;
HybriFlex
the paper maker refers to a “sunk nip”. The
bottom roll:
press is therefore practically no longer usRoll nip
Roll nip
able and significant impairments occur with
with felt
respect to dewatering, paper quality and felt
67.2 mm 69.4 mm
life span.

Nip width

54.5 mm

56.8 mm

49.2 mm

51.9 mm

Nip load

4.13 MPa

3.96 MPa

4.57 MPa

4.33 MPa

3.35 MPa

3.24 MPa

Max. nip load

6.21 MPa

5.88 MPa

6.87 MPa

6.42 MPa

5.12 MPa

4.88 MPa

Nip retention time

4.09 ms

4.26 ms

3.69 ms

3.9 ms

5.04 ms

5.2 ms

Blind-drilled and grooved surface
design

To improve the situation, an increase in the
open surface and the water storage volume
is therefore necessary, in order to manage
Roll Cover Blind-drilled
Roll Cover Blind drilled & Grooved
the water quantities that occur. This is
achieved through a blind-drilled and addiSurface design
Bilnd drilling Æ: 2,5 mm
Bilnd drilling Æ: 2,5 mm
LNP press roll cover
tionally grooved surface design of the roll
Grooving
–
Grooving Groove width: 0,8 mm
Groove depth: 2,5 mm
covers. This achieves shorter flow paths,
Land width: 3,0 mm
particularly through a significantly higher
water storage volume – in this concrete
case, an increase from 848 to 1,258 ml/m²
(vgl. Figure 3, right column).
With the during the course of use renewable
Open Area
Water Storage Volume
Open Area
Water Storage Volume
groove, the overall usability of the roll covers
and therefore the efficiency of the press is
Blind drilling
22,0%
848 ml/m²
22,0%
848 ml/m²
dramatically increased. Figure 5 shows the
Groove
–
–
21,1%
526 ml/m²
water balance scenario in the course of the
TOTAL
22,0%
848 ml/m²
38,4%
1.258 ml/m²
roll cover service life; the values are significantly improved in comparison to the cover
Figure 3: Application example – Comparison of open area and water storage volume for
LNP press rolls with blind-drilled and blind drilled & grooved surface design
design that is only blind-drilled. This
achieves a positive effect on the dewatering
is not directly comparable with the nip widths that are measured on performance and therefore the dry content after the press. This
the basis of static nip impressions and provides lower values than makes some significant energy savings possible over the entire serstatic nip impressions.
vice life of the roll covers.
In this case, the roll covers were realised with a blind-drilled surface However, under the assumption of a typical maximum pressure in
design (cf. Figure 3, left column). Usually, the open surface with LNP the nip within the range of 6 MPa, this advantageous blind-drilled
press rolls is in a range of between 20 – 30 %; the achievable and grooved surface design is not implementable with a conventione ffective water storage volume of the cover surface is at al rubber cover. The expected strength of a 25 P&J hard rubber
800 – 1,000 ml/m².
cover that is usually used under these circumstances is not sufficient
In installation positions with high water absorption volume require- – under the pressure load in the press nip, the storage volume of the
ments the blind-drilled cover design therefore leads to a bottleneck, groove would reduce, in an extreme case, leading to the complete
particularly towards the end of the service life of the roll covers closure of the groove. In order to ensure appropriate stability and
when the blind hole depths are reduced after the roll cover has been therefore also a water storage volume available under high load, an
reground several times. This situation is exacerbated by dirty or increase of the mechanical strength of the functional layer is
worn felts, which also provide storage volume in the nip.
necessary.
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This could be realised with a polyurethane cover with a hardness of
15 P&J. The required storage volumes and open surfaces can be
achieved in this way, however, the solution holds a serious disadvantage at the same time: The dynamic nip width falls by around
10%, from 56.8 mm to 51.9 mm (cf. Figure 2, middle column). This
reduction of the nip width results in a relevant reduction of the nip
dwell time and a simultaneous increase of the pressure load. Com-

cover design combines the advantages of soft and hard materials in
a single roll cover (cf. Figure 6):
– inside, a soft polymer material (inner layer, 35 – 50 P&J), optimised
with respect to elasticity and resilience
– outside, a harder polymer shell (top layer 10 – 25 P&J), designed
for the highest possible wear resistance and high surface stability
The two layers are safely bonded to provide functional reliability.

LNP Press Roll Cover

LNP Press Roll Cover

blind-drilled

blind-drilled & grooved
Water in the

Water Storage

Water in the

Roll Nip

Volume

Roll Nip

Water Storage
Volume

Paper

232 ml/m²

Top Roll

848 ml/m²

Paper

232 ml/m²

Top Roll

1.258 ml/m²

Top Felt

800 ml/m²

Bottom Roll

848 ml/m²

Top Felt

800 ml/m²

Bottom Roll

1.258 ml/m²

Bottom Felt

800 ml/m²

Top Felt

270 ml/m²

Bottom Felt

800 ml/m²

Top Felt

280 ml/m²

Bottom Felt

290 ml/m²

Bottom Felt

300 ml/m²

Total

2.256 ml/m²

Total

3.096 ml/m²

Total

1.832 ml/m²

∆ Water Balance

424 ml/m²

Total

1.832 ml/m²

∆ Water Balance

LNP – top roll

1.265 ml/m²

LNP – top roll

(blind-drilled)

(blind-dGrooved & grooved)
new

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Grinding

Grinding

Grinding

Grinding
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-347

2. Groove
2. Grinding

Figure 4: Application example – water balance in the service life scenario
of roll covers (blind-drilled roll covers)

Figure 5: Application example – water balance in the service life scenario
of roll covers with blind-drilled and grooved roll covers

pared to the blind-drilled standard concept, the use of a harder
polyurethane cover creates an improvement over the higher open
surface and the enlarged water storage volume, but due to the
reduced nip width, part of the possible dewatering performance is
lost.

The combined total hardness of the roll cover nearly remains the
same or can be changed specifically.
The HybriFlex roll cover used in the application example clearly shows
its strengths: The harder (18 P&J) top layer has the necessary dimensional stability and wear resistance, in order to implement the required surface design with blind drilling and an additional groove. The
35 P&J soft inner layer fulfils several functions at the same time: The
dynamic nip width is not only retained, but significantly increased; this
creates an accordingly high nip dwell time and a r eduction of the
specific pressure load. In addition to this, a shock-absorbing effect is
achieved through the soft inner layer, so that the impact tolerance of
the roll cover increases significantly.
In this case, the dynamic nip width was increased through the use
of two HybriFlex roll covers, by more than 20 % from 56.8 mm to

HybriFlex: the two-layer cover concept
A solution would be optimal, where in addition to increasing the
open surface and water storage volume of the cover at the same
time, a higher nip width and therefore a longer nip dwell time could
be realised. With the HybriFlex two-layer cover concept, SchäferRolls
is now fulfilling both requirements in a single LNP press roll cover.
With the division of the functional layer into two different layers,
each layer optimised with respect to its special functions, HybriFlex
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69.4 mm, (cf. Figure 2, right column). These calculated values for the
dynamic load case were verified by the customer with static nip
impressions (cf. Figure 7).
As a result of the improved dewatering performance of the LNP
press, achieved through the increase of open surface, water storage
volume and nip dwell time, significant dry content increases can be
achieved, which directly pay off as energy saving with the operating

increase in the open surface, the dewatering performance was
increased significantly, while the cover ser vice life was
main-tained at the same time, due to the wear-resistant HybriFlex
top layer. 
Although the machine speed was increased from 650 m/min to
800 m/min, the load of the LNP press was reduced from 250 kN/m
to 200 kN/m, without showing losses in the dry content perfor-

Top layer 10 – 25 P&J

Nip width

Inner layer 35 – 50 P&J

Nip width

Roll core
Figure 6: Design HybriFlex two-layer cover

Standard single layer cover

HybriFlex two-layer cover

Nip Width
79,156
Figure 7: Nip width measurements
through static nip impressions,
paper & electronic process
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82,406

83,875

81,75

80,031

76,125

78,938

10

11

12

13

14

Sensor #
4

5

6

7

costs. Through the lower hydraulic pressure, an increase of the
clothing service life is additionally achieved.

Results
The HybriFlex two-layer concept has already proven its success with
numerous practical paper machine implementations. For example,
at Julius Schulte Trebsen GmbH & Co. KG in Trebsen, a significant
increase in performance was achieved through the use of HybriFlex
roll covers in the LNP press.
With the support of the SchäferRolls SurfaceOptimizer, a blinddrilled and grooved surface design was realised and the optimum
positioning of the groove in proportion to the blind holes was determined, in order to eliminate the “waffle-shaped” wear pattern
that appeared on the roll surface in the past. Through the achieved

8

9

mance of the press. In addition to this, protection of the felt seam
was achieved with a corresponding improvement of the service life
of the felt.
“Through existing load reserves, we see potential for additional
speed increases in the press section”, says Dipl-Ing. M
 atthias Rasch,
Technical Director at Schulte Trebsen.
All in all, the HybriFlex two-layer cover for LNP press rolls offers
numerous options for improving machine performance, energy
efficiency and product quality. A detailed application technology
analysis of the machine situation helps to identify potential and
sustainably increase efficiency in cardboard and paper production
through targeted optimisation of the characteristics of the roll
covers.
www.schaeferrolls.com
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Part 2

IMPS 2020 – 29th International Munich Paper Symposium
Overview of the presentations

end chemicals can be achieved with automatic controls based on
reliable wet end measurements. This article presents practical means
for achieving stable retention and illustrates the value of the control
based on paper and board mill experiences.

Experience with ultrasonic drying in the paper making
process
G.J. Emory and G. Plavnik • Heat Technologies Inc. • Atlanta / USA

T. Rantala

Cornerstone of paper and board making efficiency:
retention and drainage control
T. Rantala, J. Nokelainen, L. Kauppinen, Valmet Automation Oy • Tampere / Finland
M. Foigtmannsberger • Valmet Automation GmbH • Oberhaching / Germany

How to make a stable, uniform product at the desired quality level
and at minimum costs – this is the challenge that paper and board
makers around the world are facing every day. How to achieve this
using mixed low cost raw materials, including recycled fibers that
contain unknown amounts of disturbance materials, and at the same
time applying advanced new chemistry systems? The ultimate target
is to minimize downtime, off spec production and sheet breaks while
running at the highest possible machine speed with fluently managed grade changes. A stable wet end is a crucial piece in this puzzle. Reaching the goal requires continuously well controlled and
timed control actions: we need to measure the right things, take the
right actions based on those measurements and optimize our targets.
It´s commonly known that retention interacts strongly with web formation and drainage. First pass retention – more precisely, the stability of white water consistency – is a sensitive indicator of process
stability. White water consistency variation bears a direct relation to
variations in the end product quality (basis weight, moisture, ash)
and water circulations, to the efficiency of wet end chemicals, and
to the runnability of the web. Stable retention and correct use of wet
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Heat Technologies Inc (“HTI”), is a US company based in Atlanta, GA,
manufacturing custom-designed advanced heat and mass transfer
technology systems on the basis of ultrasonic energy for a wide spectrum of industrial applications. The primary systems are sold under
the Spectra Ultra HE™ brand. The company has earlier presented
IMPS membership an introduction to the underlying principles of ultrasonic heat and mass transfer with generic examples of potential
results across a portfolio of application fields.
Since that time, a number of paper producers have installed systems
for the drying of paper during the board manufacturing process as
well as moisture control in the board. Other installations are drying of
coatings that traditionally restrict press throughput. For IMPS 2020,
HTI focused on these applications.
Participants received a brief overview of ultrasonic energy and gain
an understanding of the basic points to review when considering the
appropriateness of HTI systems. Participants were guided on known
ideal points of installation for paper makers to achieve line throughput or finished product quality advantages. HTI shared case study
data from:
– A recent drying installation for the control of moisture/accelerated
drying on the web edges Objective – Remove 1 % (approximately
30 kg/hr) of water along the 40cm edge Result – 1.7 % (50 kg/hr)

G. Plavnik

INFO #111

MORE THAN A COMPANY

THE FUTURE UNDER ONE ROOF
Ofﬁcial inauguration at Bellmer Kufferath
After less than 9 months of construction time, the new production hall and adjacent ofﬁce and social rooms of Bellmer Kufferath
were ceremonially inaugurated. A constantly growing order volume of Bellmer Kufferath in the last years justiﬁed building the extension, an investment of about 2 million Euro.
On a sunny Friday afternoon in Düren, all employees of Bellmer
Kufferath, Martin Kollmar, the president and managing partner,
guests of the Bellmer headquarters in Niefern, and the building
contractor joined in the inauguration. After a ceremonial speech

by the assembled management, all attendees were rewarded with
a buffet and fresh grilled specialities.
Bellmer Kufferath is the world market leader in the ﬁeld of screw
presses and supplies several industries including, but limited to,
recycling, food industry, biogas, and pulp & paper. With the additional 860 sqm of hall space and 288 sqm of ofﬁce and social space,
production processes can be further optimised. New innovations
will also have even better opportunities for development.

The additional hall, ofﬁce and social space ensures long-term competitiveness

BIG EXPANSION
IN THE OLDEST PAPER MILL IN RUSSIA

COOPERATION
DESPITE OF DISTANCE

In autumn 2019, „Mari Pulp and Paper Mill JSC” signed a contract with Bellmer
for the rebuild of its PM2. Today this machine produces liner and ﬂuting grades
with a capacity of 170 t/d. The target capacity for the expansion is 270 t/d.

You can also rely on us in the
current state of emergency

The works to be completed on PM2 are extensive – the bottom fourdrinier will be extended and a new top fourdrinier and trinip press section with a shoe press will be installed. For the bottom layer, a new Bellmer headbox will be supplied while the existing
top layer headbox will be rebuilt.

The spread of the pandemic presents
us all with unprecedented challenges both personally and economically. Even
if health and people come ﬁrst, there is
no getting around focusing on the economic losses and consequential damage.

The management sets a
positive signal for the future

The team from Russia convinced themselves of the quality of the headboxes on site in Finland

OUR MOTTO: QUALITY!

THE FUTURE IS THERE FOR EVERYONE

The annual surveillance audit for the ISO 9001:2015 certiﬁcation took place at Bellmer in Niefern. The auditors of the TÜV
Süd conﬁrmed the conformity and effectiveness of the QA
system at Bellmer.

New milling machine for the training workshop
Bellmer recently acquired a Kunzmann WF7 CNC milling machine
for the training program. This mill will be used to teach manufacturing basics. In addition, there is the possibility to produce parts more
the main production line using the mill it in order to create practical
relevance for the trainees.
At Bellmer, new apprentices are trained every year for the professions of industrial mechanic, cutting machine operator and mechatronics technician, among others. A broad spectrum is covered. For
example, the apprentices have the opportunity to participate in assembly and start-up assignments abroad.

The Bellmer quality was again
ofﬁcially certiﬁed by the TÜV team

Bellmer Vaahto also received an order for 3 additional headboxes for PM2 and PM6
as part of the rebuild. PM1 at the Mariysky mill already operates a TurboJetter dilution
controlled headbox on sack kraft with excellent results. All headboxes are designed and
manufactured in the Bellmer Vaahto workshop in Hollola. Customer training, installation
supervision and commissioning in close cooperation with Bumtechno, Bellmer’s Russian
agency, are an essential part of the deliveries. The new headboxes for PM6 were delivered in March and the headbox for PM2 is scheduled to arrive in June 2020. Furthermore, big modiﬁcations will be performed in the approach ﬂow system and in the dryer
section.
The delivery of equipment is scheduled for the end of 2020 and the installation and start
up for beginning of 2021.
The company «Mari Pulp and Paper Mill JSC», located in Volzhsk on the Volga River, 800
km from Moscow, was founded in 1934 and is the oldest paper mill in Russia. Presently
there are 5 paper machines and 1 pulp dryer in operation, which produce pulp and different paper grades with an annual capacity of 280.000 t.

All managing directors, together with the industrial trainer Michael
Bräuner, attach great importance to a good quality apprenticeship.
The new machine was selected in a joint vote.

In the course of the audit, the areas of procurement, production
and assembly, research and development, personnel and management were examined. The auditors were particularly impressed by
the continuous development of the company and the large number of innovations.
The certiﬁcate was successfully extended without any deviation.
This positive feedback conﬁrms our work in the past and our motivation to provide our customers with the best quality, technical
solutions and service!

Practical learning with the new milling machine
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The current spread of the COVID 19
pandemic has hit all countries with full
force. It is not foreseeable how long
the measures imposed by governments
will be in place and how long it will take
before normal life returns.

Happy faces at the joint launch of the new project

We are convinced that it is particularly
important now to pull together despite
social distance and to overcome this
exceptional situation together. Solidarity and innovation are needed right now
to ﬁnd new ways forward.
The Bellmer Group has also taken measures to prevent the spread of the virus
as far as possible while maintaining our
business operations with support and
deliveries for your company.
As far as possible, our projects will continue as usual and even in emergency
situations (e.g., unplanned machine
shutdown) we support our customers to
the best of our ability.

Stay healthy!
Erich, Martin and Philipp Kollmar

SEPARATION TECHNOLOGY

PAPER TECHNOLOGY

2 TURBODRAIN UNITS FOR THE CITY OF THE 4 GATES AT LAKE TOLLENSESEE

SUCCESSFUL START OF BCZ

Neubrandenburg is the district town of the Mecklenburg Lake District in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. The more than
750-year-old town invites you on an exciting voyage of discovery with impressive historical evidence, including the
historic town wall with its gates and brick Gothic architecture. The 10 kilometre long Lake Tollensesee in Neubrandenburg is one of the cleanest and largest waters in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. In the last measurement of the European
Union the lake received the mark “excellent”. It is a cultural and natural heritage site that needs to be protected.

Shortly after Bellmer Czech was founded, the company succeeded in winning the contract for the supply of the stock
preparation, the approach ﬂow system and the PM modernization at ANGREN PACK.

This is why Neubrandenburg is all the more progressive in terms of minimizing energy consumption.

Environmentally friendly and effective:
Two TurboDrain for water protection at Lake Tollensesee

Two TurboDrain TD Green 08C units have recently joined the
city’s innovative wastewater treatment system with their effective sludge treatment and environmentally friendly operation.
Neubrandenburger Water Services, a subsidiary of Neubrandenburger public utilities, commissioned Bellmer GmbH with the installation.
Among others the TurboDrain combines
the following advantages:

Bellmer Czech s.r.o. succeeded in signing the contract for the modernization of the paper process with a total value of almost 7.4 million EUR
for its long-term customer „ANGREN PACK“. The scope of supply includes a stock preparation system, an approach ﬂow system and a new
Poperoller. Part of the order is the modernization and maintenance of
the existing board machine with the aim of increasing the efﬁciency of
paper production.
ANGREN PACK is one of the largest paper mills in Central Asia. The
owner of paper mill in Angren is „NICOL-PACK“, who already owns 5
paper and converting sites in Russia.
The stock preparation line is designed for processing imported and local waste paper, which is speciﬁc with high value of impurities and low

length of ﬁbers. Bellmer Czech will supply the complete continuous
waste paper dissolving process, including a 50m³ low consistency pulper and all auxiliaries for efﬁcient continuous cleaning of the pulper. The
pulper is equipped with PAPSCREEN – a proﬁled screen to increase the
dissolving effect. The coarse screening capacity will be increased by installing a TurboScreen in the ﬁrst stage with a slot basket of 0,3 mm.
The TurboScreen concept in the ﬁrst stage of coarse screening reduces
the speciﬁc energy consumption. The approach ﬂow is designed for 6
vacuum formers and includes a low density cleaning and two stages of
Turbo pressure screens. The scope of supply includes pumps, measurement technology and detail engineering.
The plant has a scheduled commission date in December 2020.

Less energy, polymer and spray water consumption
No aerosols and quiet operation thanks to encapsulation
Signiﬁcantly lower operating costs
On the rotating wire, the sludge is repeatedly restacked by patented
chicanes to improve throughput and thickening results. Before leaving
the screen belt, the already pre-thickened sludge is dammed up by an
adjustable ramp, thus further improving the thickening degree.
The environmentally friendly cleaning of the ﬁlter belt is carried out
with the ﬁltrate of the TurboDrain.

BELLMER KUFFERATH COMMISSIONS SCREW PRESS FOR
DIGESTATE DEWATERING IN BRITTANY
Fonroche Biogaz operates a number of wet digestion biogas plants in
France to produce biomethane from the local resources. At the end
of 2019, the capacity installed at the entire Fonroche Biogaz ﬂeet
amounted to more than 338 GWh/year. This makes the French company the leading producer of biomethane in France.
The latest facility in Loudeac in Brittany went into operation in June
2019. A further unit in Roussillon in the south of France is scheduled
to go into operation in spring 2020. Both sites will implement an AKUPRESS BX 800 LL-Ls screw press to dewater the digestate.
Prior to order placement, Fonroche Biogaz performed pilot plant test
runs to convince themselves of the efﬁciency of the Bellmer Kufferath
equipment. The key factors that persuaded them into selecting the
Bellmer Kufferath screw press were ease of maintenance, the high dry
content of the solid product, the reduced ﬁltrate load in the press water,
and the low consumption of ﬂocculant.
The scope of supply for Loudeac site consists of a ﬂocculation reactor,
the AKUPRESS BX 800 LL-Ls screw press and the conveyor system able
to ﬁll two containers fully automatically. It also involves the complete
control system, including on-site operation via a touch screen.
According to Hugo Dréan, operations manager at Loudeac, the system runs
very satisfactorily twenty-four hours a day. It achieves a dry matter of the
solid product exceeding 28 % at a maximum throughput of 600 kg DM/h.

The Bellmer Czech TurboSeparator for
the waste paper dissolving process

TWO PRESS SECTIONS FOR DEV PRIYA
«Dev Priya Industries Pvt. Ltd.» invests in its 2 Papermachines in Meerut, India
„
Handshake for two projects between Dev Priya Industries
Pvt. Ltd.“ and Bellmer GmbH

In February 2020, Mr. Mahendra Kumar Gupta and Mr. Amit Gupta
signed a contract with Bellmer for the rebuild of the PM1 and PM2
press sections, which include shoe presses.
PM1 will be equipped with a TurboPress for 1100 kN/m and PM2 with
a TurboPress for 1300 kN/m. Both machines produce Liner grades in
the range of 120-280 g/m² and a maximum speed of 500 m/min.
The replacement of existing Jumbo presses with shoe presses will
ensure not only a higher production and increase the efﬁciency of
both lines, but also lead to higher and more stable quality of the ﬁnal
product.
The scope of supply includes complete press sections with TurboPress shoe presses, framing, guide rolls, and felt conditioning
equipment. Bellmer will also supply all the auxiliary systems, which
include the hydraulic units, mechanical drives and the automation
system.
“Dev Priya Industries Pvt. Ltd.” has a rich, 30-year history with
a drive for constant development – as proven with this project.
With the leadership of Mr. Amit Gupta the company not only gears up
to meet the growing demands of high quality packaging paper, but also
strengthens its position as one of the biggest paper and board producers, both in their home state of Uttar Pradesh, but also in India.
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MORE THAN A COMPANY

THE FUTURE UNDER ONE ROOF
Ofﬁcial inauguration at Bellmer Kufferath
After less than 9 months of construction time, the new production hall and adjacent ofﬁce and social rooms of Bellmer Kufferath
were ceremonially inaugurated. A constantly growing order volume of Bellmer Kufferath in the last years justiﬁed building the extension, an investment of about 2 million Euro.
On a sunny Friday afternoon in Düren, all employees of Bellmer
Kufferath, Martin Kollmar, the president and managing partner,
guests of the Bellmer headquarters in Niefern, and the building
contractor joined in the inauguration. After a ceremonial speech

by the assembled management, all attendees were rewarded with
a buffet and fresh grilled specialities.
Bellmer Kufferath is the world market leader in the ﬁeld of screw
presses and supplies several industries including, but limited to,
recycling, food industry, biogas, and pulp & paper. With the additional 860 sqm of hall space and 288 sqm of ofﬁce and social space,
production processes can be further optimised. New innovations
will also have even better opportunities for development.

The additional hall, ofﬁce and social space ensures long-term competitiveness

BIG EXPANSION
IN THE OLDEST PAPER MILL IN RUSSIA

COOPERATION
DESPITE OF DISTANCE

In autumn 2019, „Mari Pulp and Paper Mill JSC” signed a contract with Bellmer
for the rebuild of its PM2. Today this machine produces liner and ﬂuting grades
with a capacity of 170 t/d. The target capacity for the expansion is 270 t/d.

You can also rely on us in the
current state of emergency

The works to be completed on PM2 are extensive – the bottom fourdrinier will be extended and a new top fourdrinier and trinip press section with a shoe press will be installed. For the bottom layer, a new Bellmer headbox will be supplied while the existing
top layer headbox will be rebuilt.

The spread of the pandemic presents
us all with unprecedented challenges both personally and economically. Even
if health and people come ﬁrst, there is
no getting around focusing on the economic losses and consequential damage.

The management sets a
positive signal for the future

The team from Russia convinced themselves of the quality of the headboxes on site in Finland

OUR MOTTO: QUALITY!

THE FUTURE IS THERE FOR EVERYONE

The annual surveillance audit for the ISO 9001:2015 certiﬁcation took place at Bellmer in Niefern. The auditors of the TÜV
Süd conﬁrmed the conformity and effectiveness of the QA
system at Bellmer.

New milling machine for the training workshop
Bellmer recently acquired a Kunzmann WF7 CNC milling machine
for the training program. This mill will be used to teach manufacturing basics. In addition, there is the possibility to produce parts more
the main production line using the mill it in order to create practical
relevance for the trainees.
At Bellmer, new apprentices are trained every year for the professions of industrial mechanic, cutting machine operator and mechatronics technician, among others. A broad spectrum is covered. For
example, the apprentices have the opportunity to participate in assembly and start-up assignments abroad.

The Bellmer quality was again
ofﬁcially certiﬁed by the TÜV team

Bellmer Vaahto also received an order for 3 additional headboxes for PM2 and PM6
as part of the rebuild. PM1 at the Mariysky mill already operates a TurboJetter dilution
controlled headbox on sack kraft with excellent results. All headboxes are designed and
manufactured in the Bellmer Vaahto workshop in Hollola. Customer training, installation
supervision and commissioning in close cooperation with Bumtechno, Bellmer’s Russian
agency, are an essential part of the deliveries. The new headboxes for PM6 were delivered in March and the headbox for PM2 is scheduled to arrive in June 2020. Furthermore, big modiﬁcations will be performed in the approach ﬂow system and in the dryer
section.
The delivery of equipment is scheduled for the end of 2020 and the installation and start
up for beginning of 2021.
The company «Mari Pulp and Paper Mill JSC», located in Volzhsk on the Volga River, 800
km from Moscow, was founded in 1934 and is the oldest paper mill in Russia. Presently
there are 5 paper machines and 1 pulp dryer in operation, which produce pulp and different paper grades with an annual capacity of 280.000 t.

All managing directors, together with the industrial trainer Michael
Bräuner, attach great importance to a good quality apprenticeship.
The new machine was selected in a joint vote.

In the course of the audit, the areas of procurement, production
and assembly, research and development, personnel and management were examined. The auditors were particularly impressed by
the continuous development of the company and the large number of innovations.
The certiﬁcate was successfully extended without any deviation.
This positive feedback conﬁrms our work in the past and our motivation to provide our customers with the best quality, technical
solutions and service!

Practical learning with the new milling machine
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The current spread of the COVID 19
pandemic has hit all countries with full
force. It is not foreseeable how long
the measures imposed by governments
will be in place and how long it will take
before normal life returns.

Happy faces at the joint launch of the new project

We are convinced that it is particularly
important now to pull together despite
social distance and to overcome this
exceptional situation together. Solidarity and innovation are needed right now
to ﬁnd new ways forward.
The Bellmer Group has also taken measures to prevent the spread of the virus
as far as possible while maintaining our
business operations with support and
deliveries for your company.
As far as possible, our projects will continue as usual and even in emergency
situations (e.g., unplanned machine
shutdown) we support our customers to
the best of our ability.

Stay healthy!
Erich, Martin and Philipp Kollmar

SYMPOSIUM

to 2.8% (84 kg/hr) reduction measured Energy Consumed - ~70kW
(operational)
– An example of paper drying/conditioning Objective – Reduce and
control residual moisture in paper from nominal 5-7% and increase
line speed by 2x Result – Run steady at 2-3% residual moisture and
line speed matched to gearing of press Energy Consumed - ~40kW
(operational) o Drying of specialty paper application Objective –
Reduce length of drying from standard 8m; lower energy intensity;
increase line speed if possible Result – Booster of 40cm drove 150%
increase in line speed; Energy Consumed - ~70kW (operational).
The case studies included photos from the installations, line data before and after installation and important design criteria of the HTI
Spectra Ultra HE system. In addition to the presentation, HTI had a
representative drying module for examination and discussion with
attendees.
There were a bonus section and an additional paper-based case study
provided in the post-meeting attendee information.

corrugated boxes and solid fiber containers, folding containers, boxes
of micro –corrugated cardboard boxes and labels as well as services
that support the manufacture of these products. In addition, Grupo
Gondi exports packaging products indirectly to over 159 countries,
having presence in the five continents.
In order to optimize the production of coated board a continuous
improvement process is established. With intensive testing and preparatory work one of the board machines has been chosen for the
installation of a TurboCurtain Coater. The concept and experiences
resulting in virgin fiber saving were presented.

Fuzy

J. A. Polster

Phenomena of hornification and influencing factors
F. Rocha

E. Kollmar

Meltzer • Mercer Pulp Sales GmbH • Berlin / Germany; Fuzy and J. A. Polster • Enzymatic Deinking
Technologies B.V. • Norcross / USA

Packaging papers: replacing fibers by coating
F. Rocha • Grupo Gondi • Guadalajara / Mexico; E. Kollmar • Bellmer GmbH • Niefern / Germany

Grupo Gondi is a leading paper packaging company in Mexico,
strongly committed to its consumers, collaborators, investors, the environment and Mexico – where, over the past 60 years it has positioned itself as one of the major players in the paper and packaging
industry.
Grupo Gondi is composed of 15 companies and a labor force of more
than 7,000 employees. Thanks to the multi-plant approach the offer
comprises integral packing and packaging solutions, specializing in
the production of paper, corrugated cardboard boxes, pre-printed

Delignification, achieved through chemical cooking and bleaching,
leads to micro and macro pores and primary fibrils on the fiber’s internal and external surfaces, which contribute greatly to the strength
of the paper product once formed, pressed and dried. Nevertheless,
once the freshly produced never-dried fibers have been initially dried,
permanent closure of the pores, collapse of the lumen and reattachment of the fibrils to the fiber surface make it impossible for the pulp
to regain its original properties through hydration. This process was
first described as “Verhornung”, later renamed as hornification, in the
early 40s by the German scientist G. Jayme. Due to the nature of
chemical cooking and bleaching, chemical fibers suffer from hornification, leaving the market pulp producers condemned to losing 30%
of the strength of the pulp processed through their dryers.
Hornification, not a deeply studied subject in the pulp and papermaking field, is more relevant to pulp producers and their customers than
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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first thought, due to the growing importance of market pulp versus
integrated paper production. During the research performed in collaboration between EDT and Mercer, hornification was proven to
cause a reduction in the water holding capability of the fiber and the
strength of the fiber network, which impact users of market pulp
worldwide
This series of studies are pointed towards measuring the micro- and
macro effects of hornification in an effort to mitigate the losses from
this cause. While other techniques to reduce the hornification penalty
in pulp dryers have been proven unsuccessful or not suitable for fullscale operation, the right enzymatic treatments can be efficient in mitigating these losses and producing a stronger pulp for the pulp and
paper producers: introducing EDT’s patented technology pRefinase®.
The potential of the enzymatic blend pRefinase has been confirmed
through both laboratory- and full-scale experiments, resulting in faster drainage, stronger pulp, enhanced refinability, and reduced hornification as benefits to the pulp producer and the paper manufacturer.
During this presentation, the physical and morphological advantages
of treating European NBSK from Mercer Stendal and Rosenthal sites
were presented for both unrefined and refined samples. An in-depth
study of the effects of hornification in paper production and its relation to the drying intensity were also presented.

P. Ziegler

our customers, the innovative design of our Pluralis Conical saves up
to 35% energy in their existing applications.
In some cases savings in capital equipment can be achieved. These
savings are accomplished maintaining high fiber quality and good
fibrillation of the fibers.

Improved efficiency via internal recirculation in
refiners
P. Ziegler • J.M. Voith SE & Co. KG | DSG • Ravensburg / Germany

Voith has many years of experience in the market with our product
Pluralis for double disc refiners. The Pluralis refiner fillings are successfully used by numerous customers worldwide in a vast variety of applications in order to achieve the required strength properties at low
energy requirements.
Since hundreds of installations of Pluralis fillings have already proven
their advantages, customers have requested Pluralis technology for
their conical refiners. We have developed the new product, Pluralis
Conical, in our R&D department.
The proven Pluralis design was transferred to the conical shape and
an additional function was integrated into the product by incorporating backflow channels.
The backflow channels allow internal recirculation in the existing refiner and therefore offer higher flexibility in the operation of the machine. Furthermore by using the innovative backflow channels, a
higher cutting length on the bar side of the fillings is possible which
supports refining more efficiently.
Pluralis Conical has been extensively tested in installations in Europe
and Asia. The products have already been running successfully for
several months with very positive customer feedback. According to
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F.Sawo

Online condition monitoring with wireless vibration
sensors + AI
M.Pieper • Kämmerer Papier GmbH • Osnabrück / Germany; T.Ungan • endiio Engineering GmbH
• Freiburg / Germany; F.Sawo • Knowtion UG • Karlsruhe / Germany

In the “Retrofit4Paper” project, a retrofittable IoT sensor platform
with extremely low power consumption in combination with embedded AI algorithms for predictive maintenance was implemented using
the example of rolling bearings in paper production at ambient temperatures up to 115 °C.
The aim of the project was to automate the maintenance process and
enable predictive maintenance. For this purpose, wireless sensor units
were retrofitted to the roller bearing housings, which draw their energy
from the machine heat and, if necessary, send sensor data to a central
computer. The combination of a retrofittable, energy self-sufficient sen-
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sor platform and artificial intelligence (AI) made it possible to design
production processes in paper production intelligently, efficiently and
reliably. In the project it could be shown that the AI algorithm in the
Retrofit Box reduced high-frequency sensor data (acceleration, vibration, gyroscope and magnetic field) to a few, particularly relevant features, thereby minimizing the energy consumption for wireless transmission. At the same time, it was shown that enough information could
be collected and wirelessly transmitted to a gateway in order to be able
to recognize changes in the condition of the bearings using a higher-level algorithm in the gateway. The measurement results were also
collected and visualized in a web portal.
In the future, this form of bearing monitoring should make it possible
to monitor approximately 600 bearing positions of all guide and functional rollers as well as the drying cylinders of a complete paper machine without having to equip them with wired sensors. Cable connections are often an additional source of error, especially since the installation costs are not negligible.
An automated evaluation of the accumulated data is essential for success. Both the sudden and the long¬term change in measured values
must lead to targeted information about the affected bearing point, so
that a targeted change of the affected roller can be carried out without
an unplanned failure of the entire machine.
With the continuous data analysis of the sensor information and trend
changes, it is, for the first time, possible to recognize the condition of
rolling bearings that are difficult or impossible to access over a longer

period of time. For Kämmerer this results in savings in the areas of
avoided breakdowns of the paper machines as well as utilization of the
service life of the bearing units and better planning of maintenance
activities.

Digital Twin in the Fiber Industry – Experience
from the first implementation in a Cross Laminated
Timber line
E. Schrapp • Siemens AB • Stockholm / Sweden

The Digital Twin concept sits at the center of digitalization, linking
all models and data related to products, their production and their
operational performance, and providing in real time all needed
information to designers, engineers, operators and service technicians across the entire industrial lifecycle.

FlexoDirect drives!
®

Direct drives for the entire paper production
The FlexoDirect® is the power pack that gets every paper machine running reliably.
Specially tailored to the requirements of your paper or board machine,
the FlexoDirect® combines smooth running, high torque, effectiveness and reliability in a single, compact component.
Whether in solid shaft design or with hollow shaft for use on the dryer cylinder,
there is a suitable FlexoDirect® for every position on the machine.
Torques from 100 to 50.000 Nm can be easily achieved.
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Better performance with a new ceramic
press roll coating
A. Miletzky • W.Hamburger AG • Pitten / Austria; H. Jungklaus • Voith Paper Rolls GmbH & Co. KG

E. Schrapp

Unlike other manufacturing industries, is the implementation of a
Digital Twin in the Fiber Industry is rare, especially a real
Digital Twin implementation, as this is far more than “only” the
generation of a Virtual Twin of the production line for training
reasons.
This has certainly been state of the art in the Paper Industry for
many years and you can find this kind of Virtual Twin simulation
with Siemens SIMIT tool around the world in many Pulp and Paper
mills.
Real Digital Twins are already widely used outside of the Fiber
Industry, specifically mentioned in this respect the automotive industry, with the most extensive Digital Twin concepts over the entire value chain: from design, developing and virtually testing the
new car model instead of a real prototype, material flow, so the
entire manufacturing line, is already “producing” the virtual car far
ahead of the ground breaking ceremony of the real car factory, up
to the ultimate goal: implementation of simulation algorithms to be
computed in real time so that they can run in parallel to the manufacturing process, providing the user at any time with enhanced
decision support on optimal usage by means of augmented reality
and virtual sensing.
With the longtime experience of Digital Twins Siemens and our
c ustomer, a leading global provider of renewable solutions in
packaging, biomaterials and wooden constructions, we decided to
pilot the Digital Twin implementation in a Cross Laminated Timber
(CLT) production line via our Plant Simulation Software with the
target to:
– Create a digital model of the CLT production line and simulate
different production batches with the target to understand how
a digital twin can help to optimize production efficiency
– To run Bottleneck analysis and What-if scenarios
– S imulating in fast motion (annual production in seconds)
changes of production parameters and their input of the main
KPIs
– V isualization of KPIs and production parameters in real time
This presentation helped to understand better the definition and
quantification from Virtual/Digital Twin implementations, showed
references from Digital Twins, specifically of course the first pilot
implementation of a real Digital Twin in the Fiber Industry: in a CLT
production line.
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In conventional press concepts the center press roll, not matter if
solid bulk or deflection controlled, is still called the “heart” of the
paper machine. On that “heart” the paper sheet touches a roll surface for the first time in the machine and will be mechanically dewatered by the nip load of one or more counter rolls. After this
pressing the sheet should be able to be pulled off from the roll
surface easily, which means without stretching it too much. Here,
the material and quality of the roll coating are most important,
these should remain constant as long as possible over the production period.
Hamburger Containerboard produces at Pitten, Lower Austria, on
their PM3 and PM4 a large spectrum of uncoated test liner, top
layer, box board and platter paper. In total about 450.000 t with a
grammage of 120 – 200 g/m² leave that site per year.
Especially the high number of varying product types and thus the
adjustment to be refitted numerous times in a short period, in
combination with varying influences from the raw material and helping additives, make the production process sensitive, also in the
press.
At the shoe press roll of PM4 it was noticed that the ceramic cover,
which worked fine formerly, got rougher much sooner with the
increasing variety of paper types, resulting in a worse sheet
release. Additionally, in case of a break, the paper did not run into
the couch pit, but, depending on the grade, “Jumped” off the roll
surface in direction dryer section, which also caused further problems.
Voith Paper’s solution was a combination of the new roll cover
TerraSpeed together with the coated doctor blades SkyTerraS, which
contains an adjusted bevel and resulted in an intensive stabilizing of
the production process and thus a significant improvement of the
over-all performance over a longer time period. Details on this improvement were discussed in the presentation.

A. Miletzky

H. Jungklaus

SYMPOSIUM

K. Mitterböck

A. Nath

B. Scheuringer

Moisture measurement of waste paper at full
truck-loads
K. Mitterböck • KMC GmbH • Ferschnitz / Austria

Employing ultrasound for optimized sludge dewatering
A. Nath • Südwasser GmbH • Erlangen / Germany; B. Scheuringer • VTA Deutschland GmbH •
Passau / Germany

Sewage sludge disposal is expensive: In Bavaria, for example, thermal
recycling already incurs costs of well over 120 euros per ton (in Germany particulary up to 200 euros), and the trend is continuing to increase.
It is therefore important to dewater sludge as effectively as possible: In
addition to more stable plant operation, there are more economic reasons for this than ever.
This is exactly where the VTA mudinator® comes in, another innovation
from the VTA Group. Like the patented VTA GSD, this technology also
works with ultrasound, but with one crucial difference: Less energy is
used so there is no disintegration in the sludge. The floc structure is
changed in such a way that the charge can be balanced better with the
polymers used. All these points result in stable flocs, a clear & clean
centrate and increased dewatering capacity at customer sites.
The VTA mudinator® is particularly powerful when combined with the
new VTA Biocitran®, a “turbo” for ultrasonic treatment. The product,
inspired by the citrate cycle, ensures a stable and increased cleaning
performance, is biologically fully compatible and guarantees safe and
rapid phosphate precipitation. VTA Biocitran® based on citric acid leads
to a reduction of the back-charge in the centrate / filtrate and an increased flake stability.
The result: The dry residue in the discharge is increased by up to
5 percentage points, the backcharge on the system is reduced. The
polymer consumption can be reduced by up to 30%. Last but not least,
the new technology also saves costs for the transportation of the
sludge for recycling or disposal, because much less water is “driven
around the area”.

The control of the delivered raw materials regarding the agreed quantity and quality is a matter of course for every paper mill. Due to the
large quantities of the delivered goods, it is quite sufficient to limit itself
to sample measurements for industrially produced raw materials such
as chemicals.
The control of the recovered paper deliveries, which is the biggest cost
factor in the value chain, is, despite all efforts, a very difficult undertaking, since the composition and quality of the paper bales – especially
for mixed paper grades – cannot always be ensured.
Although a lot of efforts are already in place to classify the different
grades of recovered paper, in practice this “homogeneity” of deliveries
cannot be ensured in many types of recovered paper, both in terms of
quality conformity and in terms of the moisture content.
Up to now, it was only possible to determine a representative moisture
content of the recovered paper from entire truck loads with very high
time and personnel costs. The known measuring systems determine the
moisture content either by placing the measuring system on the surface
of the paper bales or by drilling holes into the bales and taking samples
out of the paper bales. However, all these methods are limited in statistical representation in relation to the total load of a truck.
A new microwave-based measuring system is able to measure a large
part of the total paper load in less than 40 seconds in terms of its average moisture content, stressing that the moisture content is determined
over the entire cross-section of the paper load.
Other features of this system are that it works non-destructively, is very
easy to use, does not contain moving parts and the results are recorded
automatically. The plastic tarpaulin of the truck does not need to be
removed for measurement.
Depending on the degree of automation, the results of the moisture
measurement can be introduced into the factory IT system and the
corresponding statistics and billings can be compiled there.
Due to the very fast measurement, it is therefore possible to check the
moisture content of all incoming trucks with waste paper loads without
interfearing in the logistics process of the factory, whereby for exact
measurement results the loading of the trucks with the paper bales
according to certain criteria must be met.
The results available to date show that in addition to a delivery-based
payment of the delivered fibers, the quality of the delivered paper is
also generally increasing.

www.paper-online.de
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Better quality, lower energy consumption

Pictures: GKD

Nestler Wellpappe opts for GKD heating belts

The construction of the CONDUCTO® 3322 from GKD combines an internal structure of polyester monofilaments and bronze wires in the running
direction with a warp of staple fiber yarn.

The name Nestler is not only an institution in Lahr,
but also in the world of corrugated board. As one of
the largest and most efficient corrugated board
plants in Germany, the company regularly sets new
benchmarks. Innovation and sustainability are the
drivers behind the success of this long-established
company, which is part of the Palm Packaging Group.
In the heating and traction part of the corrugated
board plant (CBP), a heating belt from GKD – Gebr.
Kufferath AG contributes towards this success.
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With around 400 employees, Nestler Wellpappe GmbH & Co. KG
produces 140 million square meters of corrugated board per year.
Founded in 1871 as a brewery in Lahr, Nestler started afresh in 1923
as a corrugated board plant. In 1999, the Palm Group acquired the
family company, which has deep roots in the Black Forest region and
has retained its original name to this day. The company’s affiliation
with the Palm Group is reflected in the exceptionally broad range of
services it provides. The different categories of corrugated board include fine, medium and coarse corrugation with single to triple walls
ranging from 0.8 to 15 millimeters in thickness and with different
corrugation profiles or corrugation combinations – all made with paper from the Palm Group. The paper used is almost exclusively recycled paper. Virgin fiber is only added to increase stability for special
applications such as for frozen food. The range of high-quality printed packaging, displays and exacting packaging constructions also
includes many variations. From the size of a cigarette box to the size
of a pallet container: As packaging for transportation or shelf-ready
packaging, as collapsible boxes, die-cut, heavy-duty, hazardous goods
or combination packaging – customized products from Nestler can
fulfill any such challenging tasks. This versatility of production in large
and small batch sizes for countless special applications and maximum
value creation makes Nestler the partner of choice for around
1,400 customers in the south of Germany, Switzerland and the Alsace
region. More than half of these customers are companies from the

MACHINE CLOTHING

The CONDUCTO® 3322 ensures immediate full-surface moisture evaporation
of the corrugated board.

The heating and traction section is
equipped with 18 heating plates.

electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical, paint and
varnish, rubber, wood and paper industries – often with very complex
requirements.
In addition to the extensive production range and decades of expertise, a further USP of Nestler is its extraordinary service capabilities.
Large customers from industry and the mail order business benefit
from a warehousing and delivery service with which they can receive
their products within 24 hours. “More and more customers are
counting on this adherence to desired delivery dates,” explained
Nestler CEO Andreas Jung. He added: “For us, OTIF (On-Time-inFull) is therefore one of our most important strategic goals.” This is
guaranteed thanks to the fleet of 30 company-owned trucks. If desired, Nestler can also provide complete assembly and optimization
of packing processes as a service. The company is continuously striving to improve productivity, cost-effectiveness and sustainability of
the solutions. “We optimize products and processes based on the
STEAM principle, Save The Earth And Money, to reduce their carbon
footprint,” explained Andreas Jung. Three core areas are given particular attention: The optimized interaction of area, weight and
s tability reduces the material consumption of conventional con
structions. Improved layout reduces clipping, processing time and
energy costs. Resource consumption and the CO2 impact are also
reduced thanks to cleverly devised truck loading, which results in
fewer trips.

On course to save energy in the CBP
Nestler also puts these ideas into practice in the heating and traction
section of the 120 meter long corrugated board plant of BHS. The
CBP has aworking width of 2.50 meters, with two one-way machines
as well as pull strips and reinforcement fibers. It works at a speed of
350 meters per minute and, thanks to an optimized steam system,
enables cooler corrugating. This means it is possible to reduce the
steam pressure to 0.5 bar – whereas minimum values of two to three
bar are usual in the industry. As a result, it was possible to reduce the
specific energy consumption by ten percent, which is also reflected in
an eight percent reduction in glue consumption. The 16 meter long
heating and traction section is equipped with 18 heating plates and
works with a plate-roll clamping system, which combines contact
shoes and rollers. For optimized point loading, however, the first
three heating sections have only rollers. Whatever the product, the
heating belt transports an average of 30,000 square meters of single
and double-wall corrugated board an hour. Depending on the product mix, the board is exposed to a steam pressure of up to 16 bar –
with surface weights of up to 1,400 grams. Nestler’s expectations of
its dimensional and tracking stability are correspondingly demanding.
In 2015, the corrugated board manufacturer switched from a conventional heating belt to the CONDUCTO® 3313 heating belt, which at
the time had been newly launched by the technical weavers GKD –
Gebr. Kufferath AG. This decision was taken due to the claim that this
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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Nestler processes around 60,000 tonnes
of corrugated board per day.

Facts & Figures
GKD – Gebr. Kufferath AG
Metallweberstraße 46, D-52353 Düren / Germany
Management: Dr. Stephan Kufferath, Dipl.-Ing. Ingo
Kufferath
Figures:
Turnover of GKD group 2018: € 95,000 K
Total no. of employees: 871
No. of employees in Germany: 457

GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE Business units:
Industrial meshes, Process belts, Architectural meshes,
Transparent media façades
Automatic transport of the corrugated board.

belt would enable significant savings in terms of drive energy. “This
is not insignificant where the CBP is concerned,” said Eva Labusga,
Head of CBP, Planning and Production Control, explaining the motivation for the switch. The construction of polyester monofilaments
with aramide reinforcement in the edge area and bronze wires interwoven in the running direction makes the CONDUCTO ® 3313
significantly lighter in comparison with other products on the market. Thanks to special thermosetting, it is also permanently dimensionally stable. Despite the low weight, the belt’s robust design
guarantees the required even pressure for optimal contact between
the corrugated board and the heating plates. The open mesh structure ensures immediate full-surface moisture evaporation of the
corrugated board. Due to the faster drying and resulting improved
flatness of the corrugated board, Nestler was able to increase the
process speed by eight percent. “We are able to run the system
faster because the condition of the board allows it,” said the Head
of Production.
The GKD belt also surpassed the previously used conventional model by far in terms of running performance: 180 million running meters in three years without a single downtime caused by the belt
speak for themselves. “That’s really, really good,” said Eva Labusga.
“The previous belt lasted for a maximum of two years.” In addition,
this self-cleaning belt exhibited no soiling – neither superficial adhesions of paper and glue nor clogging. Based on targeted measurements on the conventional and new belt, Nestler tested the con-
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sumption of drive energy, which was relevant in the decision to
switch: Due to its lighter weight, the CONDUCTO® 3313 achieved a
15 percent energy saving over the previously used belt.

Top values also with the latest generation of belts
Nonetheless, we stopped running this GKD belt after three years,
even though it was not showing any signs of change despite the
long runtime. “I actually wanted to keep using it, to see how its
end-of-life would exhibit itself,” said the Head of Production. “But
after these good experiences, we chose instead to test the new belt
from GKD, the CONDUCTO ® 3322.” This further developed belt
promised two improvements which were of interest for Nestler too:
The smooth surface of the 3313 had initially caused problems in
terms of traction. This was gradually corrected through the application of silicone strips and grinding. In addition, the operating staff
had found the noise level of the 3313 uncomfortable. To check,
Nestler took noise measurements: In the comparison, both the conventional belt and the 3313 had the same decibel values, but the
frequency of the GKD belt was slightly higher. That’s why the noise
level immediately after installing the belt was perceived as louder.
After a week of running time, however, the level balanced out to
the usual level.
With the development of the CONDUCTO ® 3322, GKD has permanently resolved these two issues. Its construction of two and a halfply hybrid mesh combines an internal structure of polyester mono-
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filaments and additional bronze wires in the running direction with
a warp of staple fiber yarn. The edge is reinforced with aramide, as
with the predecessor model. The textile material means grip is significantly better. “We no longer have to roughen the belt,” said Eva
Labusga. In addition, it is quieter than the 3313 and therefore com-

quality and therefore also the quality of the end product.” However,
thanks to its self-cleaning surface, the CONDUCTO® 3313 stood out
as far as superficial adhesions were concerned. The 3322 requires a
high-pressure cleaner to remove adhesions. Unlike conventional
belts, however, neither of the GKD belts has any tendency to block-

The construction of polyester monofilaments with aramide reinforcement in the edge area and bronze wires interwoven in the running direction
makes the CONDUCTO® 3313 significantly lighter in comparison with other products on the market.

parable with conventional belts from the outset in terms of noise
level. Its 1.1 millimeter larger thickness (CONDUCTO ® 3313: 4.6 millimeter, CONDUCTO ® 3322: 5.7 millimeter) makes no difference in
operation. Conventional belts are up to eight millimeters thick. The
smaller belt thickness makes it significantly easier to handle during
replacement, so that assembly is significantly easier and quicker:
“The belt can be replaced in three to four hours. That’s half the time
you need for conventional belts,” said Eva Labusga. The thinner
format of the GKD belts also had a positive effect on the seams,
which are much finer as a result. Having said that, some improvements were required at the beginning: “A non-marking seam is generally very difficult, and with fine corrugation on white paper, it
comes down to tenths,” explained the Head of Production. That’s
why choosing the right clip for the seam on the 3322 initially required some effort. But the experienced expert sees this as “all part
of the development work.” With this new belt from GKD too, she
sees the fast, even evaporation as the main advantage: Despite its
textile share, the CONDUCTO ® 3322 is in no way inferior to the
CONDUCTO® 3313 in terms of air permeability. “It maintains the top
values that we have already achieved with the predecessor model in
terms of drive energy (15 percent saving), and there are also no
differences between the two GKD belts as far as the consumption
of steam energy and glue are concerned.” For her, one things is for
sure: “Both belts definitely represent a quality improvement. The
significantly better flatness in all qualities increases the processing

age. Eva Labusga’s verdict on the heating belts from GKD is therefore accordingly positive: “Using it as the upper belt has only been
of benefit. Not for one second have I regretted taking this path together!” That’s why she can also imagine soon testing the CONDUCTO ® 3322 as a lower belt. “I have only ever had good experiences with the GKD belts. So I’m always open to test new products.
GKD has always delivered on its promises.”
www.gkd-group.com

GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE
As a privately owned technical
weaver, GKD – Gebr. Kufferath
AG is the world market leader
in metal, synthetic and spiral
mesh solutions.
Four independent business divisions bundle their expertise
under one roof: Industrial
Mesh (woven metal mesh and
filter solutions), Process Belts
(belts made of mesh and spirals), Architectural meshes

(façades, safety and interior
design made of metal fabrics)
and Mediamesh® (Transparent
media faç ad es). W ith it s
headquarter in Germany and
five other facilities in the US,
South Africa, China, India and
Chile – as well as its branches
in France, Spain, and worldwide representatives, GKD is
close to markets anywhere in
the world.
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CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Figure 6: foaming

Acidic foams in the wet end
Increase of paper and board machine’s efficiency with acidic foams
This paper is based on 5 years practical research in
paper and board machines and gives a deep insight
into the issue of deposits in the wet end of paper and
board machines and how to remove them safely and
efficiently. The intention is to give those in charge of
running paper and board machines an overview of
what can be done to increase their machine’s efficiency with acidic foams. The data base for this paper
covers paper and board machines in 8 European
countries. In total 25 different machines have been
cleaned with acidic foam during 2014-2019. From
these 25 machines 15 have been cleaned multiple
times during that period. The paper grades produced
on these machines range from light weight cigarette
paper to heavy kraft liner board. Machine widths
range from 1,8 m to 10 m, speeds from 100 mpm to
2000 mpm. Acidic foam has been used in various
ways and locations in the wet end. Judgement of the
efficiency of the cleaning has come from the operators of the paper and board machines to superintendents and production managers. The basis for their
Author: Robert M. Hotter 1 (1 Hotter GmbH. Austria, Europe)
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judgement varies depending on their goals. Judgement of the effect on health and safety has come
from our own cleaning team and from operators of
the paper and board machines. Additional judgement
of our chemical formulations safety has come from
the chemical experts for health and safety in the
paper and board mills and our external chemical
engineering office. Also our raw material suppliers
with their product managers for different components of our formulations have contributed to the
development and refinement of our formulations.
The result of our research can be summarized like
this: all paper and board machines benefit from the
use of acidic foams in the wet end. Size and speed or
age of the machines do not restrict the use of acidic
foams. Safety for human operators and machine
equipment is not sacrificed if the correct application
methods for acidic foams are being followed. Harmful
environmental effects can be avoided by the right
choice of raw materials in the formulation of the
chemical cleaners and the correct application method.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

For easier reading I will not distinguish between
paper machines, board machines and tissue
machines. Paper machine includes all machines
where a web of fibers is produced in a continuous
wáter based process, but non-wovens are not
included.

Pictures: R. Hotter

1.Introduction

Figure 1: foam pump components

In the wet end of paper machines there are many unwanted deposits of substances that disturb the production of paper and board.
They have an effect on the quality of the web and the efficiency of
the machine. It is almost imposible to avoid the build up of
such deposits as they originate directly in the production process. In
this paper I will explain how acidic foams can help to solve the
problem. The issue of health and safety is of equal importance and
is the main concern when developing an acidic foam cleaning
chemical.

2. Methods
First I would like to describe the methods of how we generated acidic foam. Then how we applied the acidic foam. Afterwards the methods used for cleaning different surfaces and at last the methods for
collecting the judgements of the operators and production managers
in the participating paper mills.

Figure 2: foam hose coupling on suction roll

Figure 3: foam hose with spray nozzle

2.1 Generating Foam
To generate foam, an air powered membrane pump pumps liquid
acidic chemicals into a turbulence chamber were they are mixed with
pressurized air. The foam thickness is controlled by the air pressure
which can be adjusted at the filter regulator from liquid product to
shaving foam consistency.
The option to change the foam consistency is critical for the succesful
use of acidic liquid products. Chemical reaction between deposits and
the product requires the presence of available acid molecules. The
chemical reaction stops when there are no fresh acid molecules available.
Foam consists of bubbles and bubbles are a thin membrane of chemical product (mixture of several chemicals and water) with air inside.
Therefore, when a bubble sits on a deposit, the amount of chemical
product for a reaction with the deposit is very limited.
The advantage of bubbles is that they stick to vertical surfaces and
also overhead on horizontal surfaces. Liquids follow gravity and run
off the vertical surfacs quickly, thus the potential reaction time with
the deposits is reduced. But liquids have a very large amount of acid
molecules available for the reaction and therefore are much more
effective than bubbles.
This explains why the filter regulator is such an important tool for the
adjustment of the foam consistency.
2.2 Application of Foam
The method how to apply acidic foam depends on the different components of the paper machine. Basically there are two options:
a) Connecting the foam hose with couplings for filling the inside of
tanks and pipes or suction rolls with foam (see figure 2)
b) Use of a spray nozzle to distribute the foam over surfaces (see
figure 3).
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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2.3 Cleaning different surfaces
The surfaces in a paper machine are very different. We have identified
15 different materials which are in contact with the acid foam (see
figure 4).
Material:

Occurrence:

Acid foam resistance:

stainless steel

very common

very resistant

painted mild steel

not so common

very resistant if paint is
intact

untreated carbon steel

very common (foundation rail)

very resistant if already

aluminum

very common (guard rails)

very resistant

brass

not so common (couch roll)

very resistant

chrome plated

very common

very resistant

rubber

very common (bellows)

very resistant

PVC

very common (electric wires)

very resistant

polyethylane

very common (wires)

very resistant if kept

polyamide

very common (wires)

black

actuators

wet
not resistant, but
acceptable if kept wet
all the time
ceramics

very common (dewatering)

very resistant

tiles

very common (floor)

very resistant

epoxy resin

very common (floor)

Can change color if not
of high quality, but
acceptable if watered
all the time

fiber reinforced resin

very common (electric box)

very resistant

polyurethane

very common (roll covers)

very resistant

Figure 4: (source: Hotter GmbH practical testing at 25 paper machines 2014-2019)

When cleaning wet ends of paper machines with acidic foam, the acid
foam will come in contact with all above mentioned materials (see
figures 5 & 6).

Figure 5: foaming

is absolutely critical to combine the chemical reaction with the mechanical force of a high pressure water cleaner with 200 bar and a
rotating power nozzle for maximum mechanical energy.
This combination has a very desireable effect: the high pressure
water also washes off the foam and dilutes the acid. The acidic foam
has a pH of 0-1 and is very reactive. Water is critical to dilute the
acid and stop the reaction of the acid with the materials.
Cleaning easily accesible surfaces means multiple treatments with
foam and washing with high pressure cleaners. The workers have to
get close to the surfaces they want to clean. In forming sections and
press sections that means climbing inside the machine. Open tanks
can be entered through manholes but gas detection has to be used.
The chemical reaction can generate poisenous gases in confined
spaces.
Foaming the inside of cleaners, primary screens, head boxes and
suction rolls is done by pumping foam into the piping system and
flushing it out with the alkaline cleaning (also called boil out).
Following photographs (all by R. Hotter) show a few examples:

The four important criterias for a successful cleaning are:

		

a) type of acid
b) concentration of acid
c) temperature of the acid
d) reaction time

The paper mill superintendents and production managers of the participating paper mills were interviewed by Robert Hotter before and
after cleaning jobs. To make the interviews comparable a standardized questionnaire was used. The questions were always the same:

When developing a ready to use acidic cleaning product you have to
bring four more important criterias together:

a) what is the reason for the cleaning job?
b) what are your concerns?
c) what are your previous experiences with acidic cleaning products?
d) how satisfied are you with the result of the cleaning job?
e) did the cleaning effect the runnability of your machine?

a) as harmless to humans as possible
b) effective for removal of deposits
c) no damage to paper machine components
d) environmentally safe and as harmless to aquatic life as posible
The goal for the cleaning process is to remove the deposits for a
more stable machine run and better paper quality. This goal cannot
be achieved only with a chemical reaction (it is imposible to immerse
the whole wet end in a gigantic tank of acidic cleaner).
With the available time during a shut down of the paper machine it
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2.3 Collecting judgements by paper mills

A total of 37 professionals in 19 paper mills in 8 European countries
were interviewed.

3. Results and discussions
First some statistics for a clearer picture about the situation at the
19 paper mills involved in the study. Please remember we are only
looking at acidic foams in the wet end.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Figure 7: foaming approach flow

Figure 8: flushing piping

Figure 9: foaming
primary screen
1 /2020 Professional Papermaking
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Table 1: Annual Cleaning vs. Every Shutdown.
No. of PM’s

Table 7: Positive Effect of Cleaning Job.

Annual

Every Shutdown

Cleaning in

Percentage(a)

Paper Quality

Runnability

Housekeeping

Cleaning Only

Cleaning – no external

Irregular

Annual Shutdown

50,0 %

50,0 %

100,0 %

personnel

Intervals
Every Shutdown and

97,0 %

97,0 %

94,0 %

Irregular Intervals
25

4

16

5

(a) – results of interviews with 37 professionals, numbers are their answers, multiple choices
allowed, 4 professionals represent annual shutdowns, 33 professionals represent every
shutdown and irregular intervals

Table 2: Details Every Shutdown Cleaning.
Table 8: Consumption of Acid Cleaning Product. (a)

What is Cleaned at the 16

No. of PM’s with single

No. of PM’s with multiple

PM’s cleaned every

cleaning operation

cleaning operations

Customer

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

(combination)

No. 1

100 %

53,3 %

50,0 %

7

No. 2

100 %

75,0 %

50,0 %

No. 3

100 %

50,0 %

25,0 %

shutdown?
Foaming Short Circuit

5

Foaming Suction Rolls

3

Primary Screen

1

(a) – consumption figures are based on the purchased kg/anno for paper mills using acid foam
every shutdown. Only mills with history of 3 years were considered. 100% is the consumption
in the first year, the following years are compared to year 1.

Table 3: Reasons For Cleaning with Acid Foam.
Percentage(a)

Paper

Runnability

Housekeeping

Quality
Annual Shutdown

50,0 %

50,0 %

100,0 %

Every Shutdown

75,8 %

81,8 %

36,4 %

and Irregular Intervals
(a) – results of interviews with 37 professionals, numbers are their answers, multiple choices
allowed, 4 professionals represent annual shutdowns, 33 professionals represent every
shutdown and irregular intervals

Table 4: Concerns about Acidic Foam
Percentage(a)
Annual Shutdown

Damage to

Damage to PM

Fabric

Components

Risk of Injuries

75,0 %

75,0 %

100 %

57,6 %

18,2 %

33,3 %

Every Shutdown and
Irregular Intervals

(a) – results of interviews with 37 professionals, numbers are their answers, multiple choices
allowed, 4 professionals represent annual shutdowns, 33 professionals represent every
shutdown and irregular intervals

Table 5: Previous Experiences with Acid Products.
Percentage(a)

Damage to Fabric

Bad Smell

No Experience

Annual Shutdown

75,0 %

75,0 %

25,0 %

96,9 %

90,9 %

6,1 %

Every Shutdown and
Irregular Intervals

(a) – results of interviews with 37 professionals, numbers are their answers, multiple choices
allowed, 4 professionals represent annual shutdowns, 33 professionals represent every
shutdown and irregular intervals

Table 6: Satisfaction with Cleaning Job.
Percentage(a)

Safety

Smell

Damage

Annual Shutdown

75,0 %

75,0 %

100,0 %

97,3%

91,9%

94,6%

Every Shutdown and
Irregular Intervals

(a) – results of interviews with 37 professionals, numbers are their answers, multiple choices
allowed, 4 professionals represent annual shutdowns, 33 professionals represent every
shutdown and irregular intervals
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4. Conclusions
Deposits in the wet end of paper machines are considered to be relevant for the quality of the paper and the runnability of the machine.
The use of acidic foam has proved to be effective inside the systems
from cleaner to sorter to headbox and suction rolls. It removes mineral deposits, organic deposits and is a long lasting treatment of the
stainless steel surface. The effect of the acid is similar to a passivation
but not as long lasting as passivation. However the data from our
customers clearly shows the quick reduction in consumed acid foam.
Inside suction rolls the acid foam keeps the lubrication shower nozzles
open which helps to avoid burning the sealing strips with subsequent
vacuum problems and CD moisture profile problems of the paper
web. In addition the suction holes in the roll shell stay open. If the felt
or the wire is left in the machine the acid foam cleans and opens the
fabric. Therefore dewatering capacity is increased.
Using acid foam for cleaning the structures of the wet end is a quick
and easy way to reduce the number of sheet breaks caused by deposits falling onto the wire or the felt.
Damages due to the acid content are possible but can be avoided by
using the correct application methods and careful watering of the
fabric.
Due to the formulation of the acid foam liquid and the use of foam
instead of liquid it is possible to protect the health of the workers.
Chemical burns can be prevented by simply washing the skin with
water. The required PSE is not expensive and easy to use and in 5 years
we had no accident which required a medical doctor, only 7 incidents
where workers got acid foam on their skin but without chemical
burns. This incidents could have been avoided easily by following the
proven application methods and the personal safety instructions.
The formulation is environmentally safe when used inside a paper mill
and diluted with water. All customers have evaluated the safety data
sheets and approved the use.
Repeated use of the acidic foam during every shutdown is a safe way
to keep the paper quality and the runnability of the machine at a
desirable level without damaging the paper machine or endangering
the workers or the environment more than necessary.
Acknowledgements Thanks to the 37 professionals in the 19 paper mills represented in this
study and to the workers from Hotter GmbH for their feedback.
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New unique system for tailor-made
Shaped Paper Pods

Pictures: Syntegon

Syntegon Technology and BillerudKorsnäs launch a joint system

With the new TPU paper form, fill and seal machine from Syntegon Technology and the
3D formable FibreForm® paper from BillerudKorsnäs, shapes of any kind can be formed
from paper for various food- and non-food applications.

With the TPU paper form, fill and seal machine from
Syntegon Technology, formerly Bosch Packaging
Technology, and the BillerudKorsnäs 3D formable
FibreForm® paper, a new solution is born. Shaped
Paper Pods is a packaging system for uniquely shaped
and right-sized packaging, with a tactile feeling
reflecting the brand and product content. The new
sustainable solution is ideal for product samples,
inserts, refills, portion packs and disposable pack
aging, long awaited by brand owners with high
environmental ambitions.

Unique sensory experiences
The new TPU paper form, fill and seal machine forms environmentally friendly Shaped Paper Pods with a filling volume of just a few and
up to 100 milliliters. The FibreForm paper is shaped by air pressure
and embossed by press force. Using heat-sealing technology, the
Shaped Paper Pod can be sealed with any heat-sealable lidding
materials; barriers will be completely customized to customer needs.
“We achieved a perfect match of technology and material for scalable
packaging solutions, which creates a unique sensory experience for
brand and customer interactions,” says Matthias Klauser, Sustainability Expert at Syntegon Technology, Germany.
To showcase the possibilities and the flexibility of the system,
Syntegon Technology and BillerudKorsnäs have previously presented
the elaborate packaging concept “Pearl”. As of now, shapes of any
kind can be formed from the FibreForm paper for many various applications. “FibreForm is the natural alternative where plastic has been
the norm. Allowing for up to ten times deeper embossing than regular paper, resulting in 3D effects that make an impact,” explains
Simon Johansson, Project Manager at BillerudKorsnäs, Sweden.

Spreads, cookies or cosmetics – all packed in paper
The new packaging system is ideal for individual portion packs and
products that would usually be packed in blisters. In addition to cosmetics or samples, Shaped Paper Pods can be used to package dry,
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to the right: Syntegon Technology and BillerudKorsnäs
present a joint system for Shaped Paper Pods with unique
embossing and shape, e.g. for in-store campaigns or
product demonstrations at an event or fair.

below left : The new TPU paper form, fill and seal
machine from Syntegon Technology shapes environmentally-friendly shaped paper pods with a filling volume of
ten to 100 milliliters.

below right: The new Shaped Paper Pod system from
Syntegon Technology and BillerudKorsnäs is suitable for
individual portion packs and products conventionally
packed in blisters.

chunky or viscous food thanks to a thin barrier layer. Be it spreads,
margarine, biscuits or Advent calendars in paper trays – the new TPU
paper forming machine offers manufacturers a range of filling and
sealing systems for sustainable packaging at an output of up to
15,000 Shaped Paper Pods per hour.
www.syntegon.com

About BillerudKorsnäs
BillerudKorsnäs provides packaging materials and solutions
that challenge conventional
packaging for a sustainable future. We are a world-leading
provider of primary fibre based
packaging materials and have
customers in over 100 countries.
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The company has 8 production
units in Sweden, Finland and the
UK and about 4,300 employees
in over 13 countries. BillerudKorsnäs has an annual turnover
of about SEK 22 billion and is
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
www.billerudkorsnas.com
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About Syntegon Technology
Syntegon Technology is a leading global process and packaging technology provider. Formerly the packaging division of
the Bosch Group, the company,
headquartered in Waiblingen
(Germany), has been offering
complete solutions for the
pharmaceutical and food industries for over 50 years. More
than 6,100 employees at 30 locations in more than 15 countries generated a total revenue
of 1.3 billion euros in 2019. The
portfolio of intelligent and sustainable technologies includes

stand-alone machines, as well
as complete systems and services. Fields of application in
the pharmaceutical industry are
the production, processing, filling, inspection and packaging
of liquid and solid pharmaceuticals (e.g. syringes and capsules).
In the food industry, the portfolio includes process technology for confectionery as well
as packaging solutions for dry
foods (e.g. bars, bakery products and coffee), frozen foods
and dairy products.
www.syntegon.com
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INVEST GATIVE
Independence and journalistic quality
are part of our DNA. Our media brands
clearly demonstrate that.
For us, independent trade journalism means: Free thinking.
Objective information. Digging deeper. Based on these principles,
we consistently focus our services on the demands of the
market and the people working in it. In this way, we create
a wealth of highly relevant information that helps our
target groups form opinions and make decisions. We question,
research and investigate things for you as well!
We accentuate signiﬁcant trends in eleven important business sectors with roughly 100 media brands. In the process,
we share our in-depth industry knowledge via all channels for
modern trade information: from print to digital services such as
websites, newsletters, e-papers and apps – and also including
in-person contacts at events and conventions. For more information visit www.dfv.de
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